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"Bold!" cried the Cactus Queen, as the leader of the bandits started to drag the prisoner through
a growth of prickly cactus. At the same moment the clatter of hoofs was heard
and Young Wild West and his two partners appeared on the scene.
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Young Wild west and the · Cactus Quoon
OR, THE BANDITS OF THE SAND HILLS
By . AN

OLD

CHAPTER !.-The Cactus Queen and the B.oy
Who Defended Her.
"Look out, boys! Here comes ther Cactus
Queen, an'. she's got blood in her eye. You'd
better let ther old galoot alone!"
The scene was a mining cam}) in the southern
pa.rt of Arizona, and the time a few yea1·s ago,
when the inhabitants of such places had little
or no regard for law and order. In front of a
saloon that might ha-ve been called flashy, considering the surroundings, half a dozen drunken
miners were kicking a grizzled old man about and
roaring with laughter at the anger he showed be.
cause of the rough treatment.
The old man was probably a little more intoxicated than his tormentors, and had he been left
alone it is doubtful if he could have walked a
dozen steps without falling. While the "sport,"
if it could be called that, was at its height, the
clatter of hoofs sounded, and ti, -young girl, attired something after the fashion of a Mexican
senorita, came gallopiJlg up the single street that
lay between the t wo rows of shanties that constituted the mining camp.
It was then that the above remark was made
by one of the miners, and the result was that the
"sport" ceased instantly. The Cactus Queen was
coming to the rescue of her poor father. The
black horse she was rWing galloped up, scattering the crowd right and left, and as the horse
came to a halt the gi rl cried out in a ringing
tone:
"Shame on you, you cowai·dly galoots! Because a poor old un fortunate happens to get too
much tanglefoot in him you have to take advantage of it and kick him about. Now you let him
alone I That man is my father, and I'll shoot the
first galoot who dares toJ;ouch him again."
"Don't git mad, Cora. We was only doin' it
fur fun. V:.'e w.anted ter sober him up, yer
know."
"That's all right, Gary Clark. If you call that
!'un, you don't licow what fun is, that's all I've
l!Ot to say."
"" At this juncture a dark-complexioned, sinister-looting man, who was attired in a well-worn
velvet ridiJ1g suit, pushed his way toward the girl
and the old man, who was sitting on the ground
near her, and exclaimed:
"I likes ther look of yer, gal! It done me good
te1· hear )'er .;peak th.'.lt way; not because I took
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any stock in ther drunken old galQot, but ther
way yer said it. I likes ter see a gal what kin
show fire in her eyes once in a while. It's ther
same with a horse. My! but you're a beaut, an'
no mistake! S'pose yer give me a kiss?"
"I'll give you a bullet!" was the angt·y retort.
"I don't know who you are, but that don't mak~
no difference. You just dare to lay your hands
on me, and 1'11 shoot you dead Y. There's them
word, and if you
here who know I'll keep
don't believe it, just ask them."
Some of the men laughed uproariously, while
others acted as though they felt like taking the
part of the gitl they called the Cactus Queen.
"Now, gal, yer know blamed well yer wouldn't
shoot me. Jest look me in ther eye a minute, an'
you'll know right away that it ain't no ordinary
galoot what's talkin' to, yer. Maybe yer never
seen me afore."
As the man said this he stepped up close to
the girl, not minding the leveled revolver in the
least.
"No, I never seen yer afore; an' I ain't seein'
much now. I told you I never saw you before,
so why should I know you?" ·
"Well, yer must know me, then. My name is
Hip Bender, and I hail from ther Sand Hills.
I'm a mighty bad man, an' I own a gold mine all
to myself.. I'm a regular ladies' man, too. Jest
wait till I show yer !"
With a quick move he shuck the revolver from
the girl's hand, and then his left arm encircled
her neck and pulled her from the back of her
horse. The Cactus Queen let out a scream and
fought hard to free herself.
"Hold on there, stranger!" cried the man who
had given the alarm as the girl came riding to
the rescue of her drunken father. "Yer are a
mighty good feller, all right; but let ther gal
alone!"
"You shet up!" roared another man, pulling a
gun. "Hip Bender is all Tight, an' if he wants
ter kiss ther gal, he kin do it. I reckon there's
four of us here ter see that he has his own way
•
about it."
T},lree others quickly showed their guns as this
was said, and then the rest of the crowd remained silent. Meanwhile the Cact11s Queen was
struggling and screaming at the top of her voice.
/While the ma,iorif·y there seemed to lrnow her
well, not one of them raised a hand to help her.
But they did 110t hear the teat of a horse's hoofa
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at hand, and not until !I- boy, riding a sorrel
steed, dashed around the corner of the saloon
were they aware that any one was going to interfere.
"Unhand that girl, you scoundrel!" cried the
boy, in a ringing voice, as he brought his horse
to a halt and leaped from the saddle. "If thex·e
is no one here to take her part, I will! I never
saw such cowards in my life."
Hip Bender had been foiled in every attempt
he made to kiss the girl, and his face was red
with anger. But when lie heard the words of the
new arrival, he let go his hold and she sprang
back. The girl turned and looked at her cham. pion, showing as much surprise as did the villain. Just then two more strangers appeared on·
the scene. The two newcomers were a man and
a boy, both attired in fancy hunting suits of
buckskin similar to that worn by the das.hinglooking boy, who had dared to interfere with the
villain calling himself Hip Bender. They seemed to understand the situation exactly, and as
they brought their horses to a halt they drew
thefr revolvers. Meanwhile the ruffianly fellow
stood gazing at the boy who had interfered with
him as though he. could not comprehend the meanof it all.
"You heard what I said!" the boy remarked
coolly. "I want you to J.et that girl alone. No
one but a sneaking coward would act that way;
and none but cowards would stand and see you
.
do it."
"You're talkin' ter me, I s'pose?" queried Bender, just as though he thought there might be
some mistake. "You mean me, do yer?"
"I certainly do. Now, then, if you don't apologize to the girl, I'll knock you down!"
The villain took a step back. Then his hand
slipped toward the butt of a revolver that showed
from the holster at his right side. As Bender's
hand slipped toward his gun he jerked a revolver
out so quickly that the man stopped.
"You touch that plaything of yours and you'll
drop dPad !" came the exclamation, though there
was nothing that seemed a11gry about the tone
of his voice.
"Give it to him, young fellow!" cried the Cactus Queen, as she dismounted. "As soon as I
get dad out of the way I'll help you. I reckon
that the g-n.loot has got to take his medicine. The
idea of his trying to kiss me! Whv, I would
as soon take fl dose of poison as to let his lips
,
touch mv face!"
"That's ther way ter talk, gal!" spoke up the
man, who had just arrived upon the scene with
the boy. "You're true grit, you are. But don't
worry. T]iat there boy kin take care of ther
sneakfo' coyote. You jest wait an' see."
She did not have long to wait, for just ·then
the dashing boy m8de a quick Teach with his left
hand and caught Bender by the collar of his
shirt. Then, holding him at arm's length, he
struck him twice in t]," face with his clenched
fist. Down went the villain upon his knees. A
hoarse yell of rage went up from Bem;l.er's
friends as this happened. They made a rush to
get Hip Bende1· away from the boy.
"Hold on there!" called out the man, who had
just spoken to the Cactus Queen. "Git back
there, or there'll be a lot of business fur ther
·
undertaker!"

Crack! He fired a shot as he spo!rn, and one
of the villains uttered a howl of pain and dropped his revolver. The boy on the horse now
pulled anothe1· gun, and when the 'ITillains saw
that both were pointed in their dhection they
fell back in a hurry. While they had drawn
their own weapons, not one of them offered to
shoot.
"Put away your guns, you sneakin' coyotes!"
roared the man who had shot the gun from the
hand of one of them. "Yer heard what I said.
If there is any trouble between my pard an' that
big coward, let 'em fight it out. It's a boy ag'in
a man, but I l'eckon it will come out all right."
By this time the Cactus Queen had managed
to get her father out of the way. As Hip Bender dropped to his knees he gave vent to a cry
of satisfaction.
"That handsome young feller will soon fix him,
clad," said the girl, her eyes kindling with the
, delight she felt. "Just leave it to him. His two
You see
pards will take care of the rest, too.
:hat!"
The bad man, who claimed to belong to the
Sand Hills, had been not a little dazed by the
blows he had received. He would have fallen at
full length if it were not that the boy's hold
upon his shirt collar kept him up. A quick jerk
from the arm of the boy, that seemed to be made
of iron just then, lifted him to his feet. Then
the grip upon his collar was released, and the
boy exclaimed:
"Now, then, i.f you want to fight it out, you
big galoot, proceed!"
Bender made a grab for him the moment the
words were out of his mouth. But his fingers
clutched nothing more than the empty air. Biff!
A straight Tight punch caught him on the short
ribs, and with a gasping cry on his lips, he doubled like a half-opened jack-knife. Spat! A stiff
uppercut caught him just under the chin, and
he straightened up again. Spat! Then a heavy
right punch landed between his eyes, and he went
down like a log and remained like one dead. The
boy knew that he was done for·, so folding his
arms, he looked at the villains, who were grouped together near at hand, and said:
"Now, then, if there is any one here who
thinks I haven't acted just right, let him say so.
Nothing- suits me better than ti) thrash a lot of
cowards, a)).d I am just in the humor now to do
.
it."
""Whoopee! ,vhoopee! Wow, wow, wow! Hooray for Young Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot of ther West an' Prince of ther Saddle!"
yelled the man who had kept the villains back.
"Now, then, everybody jine in. Hin, hip!"
As many as a dozen of the bystanders joined in
giving a rousing cheer.

CHAPTER IL-Introduces the Characters of
Our Story.,
The cheer had scarcely died out when five more
riders came around the tavern and halted befor~
it. Two o-f them were young girls-some might
have called them children, so young were theyand a young woman somewhere between the ages
of twenty and thirty. The other two were China-
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men, who looked to be as innocent and as typi- the ,,·orst of it. That's all. Get him out of my
cal of their race as possible. They were leading sight."
Into the tavern barroom the five went, and
pack horses, which were loaded with a camping
outfit. As they all came to a halt, the boy who then Young Wild West turned to the man who
had so soundly thrashed Hip Ben<Jer turned to had spoken to him in a way of apology, and
.said:
them and said :
''Everything is all righlr"now, girls. I got here ( "I reckon there's some place around here where
in time to save the girl from the insults of the we can pitch our camp, isn't there? The tavern
galoot lying there on the ground. There wasn't here don't look as though it is quite large enough
a person around here who was man enough to to accommodate us, as we are going to stay overinterfere, but when I got he.re it was different. night."
"I reckon yer kin camp anywhere you're a
I am only a boy, but I soon showed him that I
might to," wa~ the reply. "There's lots of places
was man enough for him."
The girls, mounted upo11 their horses, cast a right around here. Go ahead an' put up your
scornful look at the crowd, which now had in- tents. There ain't no one as will interfere with
ceased to about twenty-five or thirty. This had yer, as I know of, without it's Hip Bender an'
the effect of making those who had witnessed his crowd, an' I hardly think he wants anything
.
the scene feel more uncomfortable than ever. But / more ·to do with you jest now."
"All right," and the boy took the sorrel stalone of th~m got 1:1P enough courage~ advance ~o
the dashmg-looking boy, and, puttmg out his lion by the bridle and walked on up the crooked
street of the Illining camp. His friends fol.
,
hand, said:
"l hope yer don t feel sore on me, Young vV 1ld lowed him and about a hundred yards from the
West. I didn't know who you wel·e till yer pard scene of the encounter with the bad man they
called out your name jest now; but I'm mighty halted on the bank of a little brook that trickled
glad yer come. Ther galoot you walloped has from the hill above. All dismounted, and then a
got. four pards here, ~n' ,they're a dangerous l_ot, word from the boy caused the two Chinamen to
I km t~ll ye;. We didn_ t :va;11t no trouble wi~h get busy unloading the pack horses. Right here
'em, an thats why we didn t mterfere when Hip we will state for the benefit of those who are
Bender tried to ~ill ther gal. But _I'd jest about not acquainted with Young Wild West and his
made up my mmd ter do sometlung whe;1 yo~t friends that our hero was the acknowledged
showed _up. I knowed P.u~ty well that Id git Champion .Deadshot of the West, and that he
my mnrJ,cme, but I was gom ter take my chances was also called the Prince of 1.he Saddle beon it. Yo~ kin believe me, .or not, but that's jest cause when he was a mere child, almost, h~ h3'l
ther way it was. I feel IIllghty ashamed of my- learned to break a11d ride the wildest kind of
horses, and do it with a grace that was almost
self, but that can't be helped now."
Young Wild West quickly sized up the speaker impossible for any one else to attain. The tall
and came to the conclusion that he was telling man, who had so ably helped him out when he
the tr°uth. He could easily see that the man was took the. part of the Cactus Queen, was Cheyone of the quiet, honest fellows so common at enne Charlie, an ex-government scout, who was
a regular Westerner, out and out, ·and very
·
mining camps.
"That's all right, my friend," he replied, as he proud to call dashing Young Wild West his leadshook hands with him. "It's all 1·ight now, any- er and adviser.
The boy was about the same age as our hero,
how." ~
"You bet it's all right!" exclaimed the Cactus and bore the name of Jim Dart. He, too, was
Queen, as she stepped forward. "I want to shake , a true Westerner, and though l1e seldom had
hands with you, Young Wild West. I've heard much to say, he could shoot and put up a fight
about you, an' it's a whole lot I've heard, too. . second to none; and be always stood in readiness
You and your pards are all right, and so are the to act upon any suisgestion that his dashing
girls. I know you all now, though I never saw young leader might make.
These two were called Young Wiid West's
any of you before. I'm awful glad yo°'! happe1;1ed
to come along. These men were havmg a high partners, and they were, both in a business way
old time with my poor dad. I suppose they got and one of friendship. The girls of the party
him good and drunk first, and _then _they thought consisted of Arietta Murdock, Young Wild West's
they would have som_e fun with _him. I never sweetheart; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie,
saw the galoot who mterfered with me before, and Eloise Gardner the sweetheart of Jim Dart
but I'll bet my pile that he's a no-good scoun- Arietta and Eloise 'were mere girls, as has bee;
said, while Anna was a young matron. But this
.
,
drel."
_The boy noddedrand smiled as he shook hands did not stop our hero and his partners from call
ing them the "girls," and so that is what we will
W1th her.
"You would win your bet, I reckon, if any one call them in speaking of them.
The two Chinamen were brothers, named Tiop
would take it up," he declared.
Just then the yillain rolled over and then arose Wah and Wing Wah. Though they lookl.>d to
to a sitting posture. The four men who were be just common, eYeryday Celestials, Hop was a
his pards had put away their guns, and they now great deal mol'e than that. The fact was that
came forward and assisted him to rise. each tak- he was an expert card sharp, a very clever
sleight-of-hand performer, and a lover of prac·
·
ing a hand in it.
"I reckon you galoots don't want to :fight," said tical joking. He was what our friends ca,lled the
Young Wild West, looking at them sharply, "so handy man, while his brother, \Ving, was the
yq.i had better take your leader away. But I cook for the party.
With this brief introduction to our cl;iaracters
w:;tnt you to understand that if he trie.s. to get
1quare with me for what happened he will get we will proceed with our story. The two China-
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men worked like beavers, and soon had two tents is all I have got left in the world, and I'm going
erected. The smaller of the two was used by to stick to him, no matter if he does get drunk
the girls as a sleeping quarters, and the larger and make a beast of himself.
"I ain't goin' to see him abused by no such
was the one the male members of the party occupied. In a few minutes the camp was virtu- gang that was at him a little while ago. I
ally established along the bank of the brook, and meant to shoot that galoot that interfered with
him. But he was a little too quick for me, and
then our hero turned to the girls and said:
"Well; what do you think of the Cactus Queen? that's why he come mighty near getting the best
of me. They call me the Cactus Queen because
She seems to be a very nice girl, I think."
"Yes, Wild," answered Arietta. "I am awful our shanty is right next to a bed of it. If you
glad you got there in time to save her from being .,ain't got no objections, I'll stop here a while an'
kissed by that ruffian. The moment I heard her let dad sleep off his drunk."
She was assured that n!) one had any objecscream I knew that something of the kind was
going on. You told us to take our time about tions, so she quickly turned out her horse and
coming up, so we did so. But we 'followed the made herself at home.
short cut you took and got there in time to see
the ruffian being led away. We must get acquainted WJ.th the Cadus Queen, eh, girls?"
"Oh, yes." replied Anna and Eloise, almost as CHAPTER III.-The Bandits of the Sand Hills.
if in one voice.
"Well, I reckon you will have the chance right
We will now turn our attention to Hip Bender
now, gals,"· spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, as he and the four men who helped him into the tavern
pointed toward the one street that ran through barroom. The big ruffian had been hurt not a
the mining camp. "Here she comes now, an' little by the hard fists of the boy, and he was
she's got her old man with her. A likely-J-ookin' bound to feel the effects for more than one day.
sort of a gal, that." But he recovered his faculties after he had swalSure enough, the girl who had threatened the lowed a horn of whisky, and then he suffered
half-drunken miners for abusing her father was himself to be led out back, where his friends
coming that way. She was walking, one hand washed his face and fixed him up the best they
•
leading her horse and the other steadying the knew how.
old man, who could hardly. have walked there
The five men had only been seen in Bed Rock,
unaided. Arietta, Anna and Eloise did not wait which was the name of the mining camp, but
for her to reach the camp, but bounded forward three or four times, but each time they came to
to meet her. Wild, as our hero was called by his the place they made themselves obnoxious to the
friends, went after them, and, reaching the old miners there, who were of a pretty peaceful sort.
man, he took him by the arm an:i headed him to Bender had taken pains on his arrival the fiTst
time to show that he was very quick with a gun,
the camp.
"Sit down there, pard," he said, as he allowed and being very overbearing, he had succeeded in
"I making_many of the men fear him._
him to drop gently at the foot of a tree.
reckon you had an overdose of tanglefoot, didn't
His four companions were of the same stamp.
They had shown that they were ready to fight
you?"
"Thash right," came the reply, with a hic- at the least provocation, and that they were
cough. "Got a little too much. Feel very bad, also pretty slick with a gun. One of them whose
name was Billy Horner was an expert \\-ith a
berg6sh.''
Then his head dropped over on his shoulder knife. He could htirl a bowie twenty or thirty
and he fell asleep. Meanwhile, the girls were feet and hit the mark nearly every time.
enjoying an animated conversation with the CacWhen the bad man from the Sand -Hills, as he
tus Queen. · She seemed to be delighted to meet took pride in calling himself, had swallowed two
them, and showed that she knew how to talk or three drinks, he felt in a little better humor.
very well, and keep it going at that.
Of courne there were several of the miner"s who
"I live in a lone shanty out near the sand took sides with him. they declaring that the boy
hills," she was saying, as our hero joined the called Youn_g Wild West had no right to interparty. "Dad struck a pocket of gold out there fere. But the majority in the barroom were of
and built a shanty about three months ago. My a different opinion, and it was not long before a
mother died when I was _a little girl. and ever rather heated · discussion took place regarding
since I have been big enough I have been keep- wh<1,t had happened. Hip Bende:r: looked saving house for dad. I never had a chance to get agely at. those who talked against him, and afmuch schooling, but I have got a few books home, ter ::t while he roared out:
"If there's any galoot be1·e what thinks he kin
and I have studied them a whole lot. Dad has
been a hard drinker for the last two years, and do what that boy done ter me, jest let him step
I have d'1ne my best to try to Teform him. But out here an' try it. I don't want ter hear anyit has all been no use. so I have simply got to thing more about this here thing. an' if I do
1;omebody is goin' ter g-it hurt. I'm ther Bad
let. him go on, and to look out for him.
"I have lived around mining camps about as Man from ther Sand Hills. an' when I shoots,
Jong as I can remember, and I know how it is somethin' always drops. You hear me!"
Then as if to strengthen what his friend said,
with the men. Those who get discouraged get
drunk to drown their troubles, and those who Bill Horner whipped out his knife and playare successful get drunk to show their appreci- fully let it go at a picture that was tacked to
ation of it. They're bound to get drunk, any- the wall. The picture represented the figure -t>f
how, it seems. so what's the use to try and re- a ballet dancer, and as the point of the blade hit
f,wm t.hP.m. Bnt"-anr! her eves flashed-"dad it squarely in the face and the knife remained
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there quivering, the crowd looked at the man
with something like a we.
"I'll bet there ain't a galoot i:11 Red Rock what
kin do that," said the villain, as he walked over
and possessed himself of the knife. "Why, I kin
pick ther eye out of a wildcat in ther dark,
boys. I'm a regular terror with a knife, an'
don't you forgit it."
No one raised any doubts, or if they did, they
did not express themselves audibly. It was near
nightfall when the scene in front of the tavern
took place, and not until the sun went down did
Hip Bender and his partners make a move to
leave the place. When they went out and mounted their horses the leader rode up to the door
and called out:
"You galoots what don't like me kin tell Young
Wild West that I'll meet him again some time,
an' then it will be different from what it was this
afternoon. I want yer ter tell ther gal yer call
ther Cactus Queen that I fell in love with her,
and that I'm goin' ter have that kiss I tried for
inside of twenty-four hou~. Don't forgit what
I say, 'cause I'm Hip Bender, ther Bad Man from
ther Sand Hills, and when I says a thing, I always means it."
Then he turned his horse and galloped away,
followed by his four men. Straight out of the
mining camp they rode, and it was not long before they struck a sandy trail that led to that
part of the country that had been dubbed the
Sand Hills. No better name could have been
found for it, because the hills of sand reared
themselves on every side, with here and there a
patch of shrubbery and a few trees showing
against the skyline.
Hip Bender claimed that he had struck a gold
mine, but this was not so. He was simply the
leader of a band of ruffians, who called themselves the Bandits of the Sand Hills. Already
they had made two successful holdups on the
trail that ran into the mining camp, and so cleverly had they done their work that the vigilants
who had searched far and near for them, had
been unable to locate their hiding place. It was
only natural that they should want to get to a
place where liquor was sold, and hence they had
beeen riding into Bed Rock almost daily since
they had established a headquarters among the
Sand Hills.
As they rode along the sandy trail they saw
this shanty that was built upon the crown of a
hill almost hidden by the stunted oaks and
scraggy pines that grew there. The place had a
deserted appearance, but somehow Hip Bender
took a notion to stop and make an examination
of it.
"Boys, I've thought two or three times of stoppin' there an' seein' if any one lived there," he
said. "It don't look as though any one does, but
blamed if I ain't goin' ter stop right now. Come
on!"
Turning their horses, the villains rode up the
slope and halted before the door of the shanty.
The door was closed, but not locked, as few of
the inhabitants of that section of the country
even had locks on their doors. Dismounting, the
leader of the bandits tried the door, and, finding
that it gave, pushed it open. There were but
two rooms to the shanty, and as they saw that
it was roughly but neatly furnished and showed
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the evidences of some one living there, the villains looked at each other and nodded.
"I reckon somebody does live heer, Hip," said
Billy Horner, the knife thrower. "Maybe there's
some money or gold dust stowed somewhere
around here.
Yer can't tell about that, yer
know."
"That's so, Billy," replied the leader. "Suppose you make a search."
The four men did not need to be told a second
time. They at once started in to rummage about
the place, and in less than ten minutes one of
them removed a board that was loose in the flooring and pulled up a buckskin bag that was so
heavy that he could hardly lift it out of the
opening. It was tied with a string at the top,
and quickly pulling his lmife, the man . cut it
1oose. Then it was that he found the bag was
filled ·with gold dust. He gave an exultant cry,
which quickly brought the leader to his side.
"Look here, Hip!" exdaimed the man excitedly.
'Any one what says that ain't a lucky find don't
know what he's talkin' about."
Another of the IIJGn peered into the opening,
and when he saw three more bags nearly the
same size as the one that had been pulled out he
uttered a yell of joy. In less than a minute the
three bags were out and lying upon the floor,
and an examination quickly proved that they,
too, were filled with gold dust and small nuggets.
Not satisfied with having discovered the four
bags of gold, the villains kept on searching about
the house. In a small cupboard that had been
built from a packing box they found about fifty
dollars in money. This went into the pockets of
the leader, and nodding with satisfaction as he
placed it there, he exclaimed:
"There! I reckon we have got about all there
is here, 'cept that we might take some of the
plates an' cups an'· what grub there is in ther
shanty along with us. Just gather 'em up, boys.
Take along ther fryin' pan an' kettle, too. They
will help us out somewhat, you know."
. In another ten minutes the orders had been
obeyed, and then as the ruffians were about to
mount their horses, he called out sharply:
"\Vait ! I reckon there ain't no use in leavin'
this lone shanty here, boys. Jest set a match to
it. It'll make a mighty good blaze, I reckon. It',
dark now, an' when them galoots in Bed R 1ck
sees ther blaze they will wonder what's happened out this way. Ha, ha, ha!"
The villain laughed heartily and his companions joined. The proposition just suited th~m,
and they did not have to be told again. Gathering what they could find that was of a comhustible nature, they pjled it in one of the little
rooms of the shanty, and then told Bender that
it was all ready to light. He struck a match and
the next minute the pile was blazing.
Out went the five villains, leaving the rnor
open so the draught might feed the flames. They
mounted their horses and rode out upon the trail.
Then they waited until the shanty was burnin~
fiercely, with no possible chance of being saved,
and then they rode away. They looked back
occasionally and could see the spot lighted up
with a bright red glare. The thick growth of
cacti near the house stood out in bold relief, and
with a hoarse laugh, Hip Bender exclaimed:
"There she r.:ces. boys! Thn.t'~ ther last of
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ther shanty. I don't know who lived there, an' I ter let ther miners over there know yet a while
that "·e're ther Bandits of ther Sand Hills. I
don't care."
The villains rode on, and when they finally don't care much whether they know it or not, as
rode between two hig.lf sand hills they looked fur as that goes, but we migl1t jest as well have
back and ·s aw that the shanty was burning yet, a place ter go."
The four villains approved of the idea, and in
though it was now al;)out destroyed. Pa~SiJ.:g
between the hills, they struck a patch of prickly a little while they h.:tcl cared for the. horses and
cactus. But there was a way to get through, and were taking things easy in the cave. About an
the horses seemed to lrnow it. Letting them come hour later four othe1·s came to the cave, and
down to a walk, they went on, the hoi-ses turning then the ·whole band was present. The four rethis way and that to escape being pricked by the ported that they had held up two travelers, and
bayonet-like points. But even then they felt the had relieved them of a little over two hundred
sharp points occasionally. The patch was soon dollars. in cash, and then there was more recrossed, however, and then riding alon_g through joicing.
the fine white sand, where the hoofprmts would
be wiped out by the least bit of wind, they
struck harder ground. This was cove1·ed with CHAPTER IV.-The Cactus Queen Is Without a
sand to a depth of two or three inches, and it
Home.
seemed to be almost solid rock under it. Cliffs
Young Wild West and his friends learned that
of sand~to~e r~ared themselves on either side of
the tra1l-1f 1t could be called such~but thE4' the name of the girl who was called the "Cactus
villains knew just where the}' were gomg, and Queen" ,was Cora Bo~ Her father was a .yellso<;m they came _to 3:;nonster hill of sand. Around known character about the mining camp, he bethis they rode m smgle file,4and then t~ey came ing called "Pop" by every one who knew him.
~o the ~outh _of a cave that was so na~-row th,at She told them how far their shanty •was from ·
it was 1mposs1~le for more than one ho1se to _ride Bed Rock, and also that there was a gold mine
there, though just how much it was worth she
through at a time.
The passage turned abruptly to the left a few did not know, as her father had never worked it
:feet from the entrance, and th~n ~xtended for much. He was satisfied to take out enough
about thirty yards, gradua:llY w1d~~img. ft the dust to supply the wants of the household and
end of it was a big cave with a ce1lmg of 1rregu- keep him in whisky, and thus it was no one ever
lar rock-solid rock it seemed to _be--and to- suspected that the land there was of any value.
"Are you going back there to-night?" Arietta
ward the rear there was an openmg through
which the air came, and the stars showed. Not asked her, after they had eaten supper.
"Yes," was the reply. "I'll stay here an hour
until they got here did they strike a match and
light a lantern that hung to a projecting point or two until dad gets straightened out, and then
we'll go back. I'll take him with me on my
of rock.
"I reckon ther rest of 1ther gang ain'~ got back horse. I of.t~n do that, you know. Dad never
yet," observed Hip Bender, a s !1~ d1smountt;d. will ride a horse. He is satisfied to walk to and
"It is likely they've found somethm worth wlule from the shanty. He's away from home a great
goin' out after, or they would have come back deal more than he is there, since he likes to hang
afore this. They went out on a hunt ~ur some- about the mining camp. Sometimes he is gone
thin' an' it'i!: most likely they've found it. Lee_ch for three or foui· days at a time, and then I have
is a mighty good man, an', he gen~rally g1,!s hard work to get him back and start him at
work again."
what he goes after. Yer cant ~eat him, boys.
"How did you come by the name of the Cactus
"'.Chat's right," answered Billy Horner, the
knife thro wer. "Yer can't beat Leech, no mat- Queen?" asked the scout's wife, looking the girl
over and noticing that she was very pretty inter where yer go.,,_
The light from the lantern showed a pretty deed.
"Oh, the miners gave me that name, because
:mug sort of headquarters to the left; si_de of the
big opening in the ground. T11e furmshmgs were our shanty is right on a patch of cactus and
few, but t._here w as an air about the place that because · I generally wear a cactus flower o~ my
,vas very suggestive of a real Tendez.rous for a bosom when I come into town. But I don't min'd
bandit band. Skins, blankets, and even pieces that. Tney can call me what they like. Just
of carpet were utilized for beds, and they were because I live where the cactus grows thick, and
located along the side that was farthest away rather like the pretty flowers that grow on some
from the part that was open. Table thern was of the prickly stuff don't say that I am a
'
none, but three or four big packing boxes :m- queen."
She laughed as she said this, and the girls as•
~wered the purpose, and logs and kegs were used
sured her that she certainly had the appearance
to sit upon.
In a corner was a small arsenal, evidently of being something like one, if not quite one.
"It's a wonder that you have not found some
.:nade up of the weapons the bandits had taken
L·om their victims. Another lantern was light- worthy young man to take for a husband," said
cd and as it swung from tl1e ceiling it lighted up Wild, as he nodded to her. "You're old enough to
.
marry, I should think."
,
th~ scene quite well.
"Well, I'm not much older than your sweet-Make yourselves at
"Here we are, boys.
home," said Bender, as he allowed one of the men heart, Arietta," was the reply. "I have just
to take his horse and lead it to the part of the passed ei~hteen. I reckon it's time enough for
cave that was used for a stable. "We'll go over me to "think about getting rnartied. If I had
to Beel Rock to-morrer and change ther gold we the notion, I don't know where' I would find a
found in ther shanty fur cash. We ain't goin' young man that would just suit me, anyhow. Bui.
l
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I don't want to get married, even if I should find
one. I have got to take care of dad."
She talked and chatted with them for some
time after that, and a little while after darkness
had set in Cheyenne Charlie happened to look to
the east and saw a bright red glow not far
away.
"There's something on fi1·e over there," he said,
as he called the attention of the others to it.
"What in thunder kin that be, I wonder?"
"Why, that's right in the direction of our
shanty!" declared the Cactus Queen, her face
paling slightly. "There ain't anything else in
that direction · that would burn but our shanty.
Just like as not it has got afire, though I made
sure that there was nothing lit there before I
started out to look for dad. But there's plenty
of matches there, and maybe they might have
got set off in some way. I reckon I'll ride out
there and see what it is."
It was plain that the girl really thought it was
her shanty that was burning. As she knew the
lay of the land in that section much better than
our friends did, they thought that she might be
right. As she ran to get her horse, Wild turned
to Charlie and said:
"Come on. I reckon we will g·o with her."
"Let me go," spoke up Arietta."
"All right," was the reply. "If Jim is satisfied to stay here with Anna and Eloise and the
Chinamen, you can go."
Jim was satisfied, as he always was. He never
liked to go out much at nights, anyhow, as he
preferred the society of his sweetheart, Eloise.
The four soon had their horses saddled, and
then they rode out upon the strl!et, and found
several of the miners getting ready to start in
the direction of the foe. They happened to meet
the man named Garry Clark, and he quickly told
them that he thought it must be the Bond shanty
that was on fire.
"There ain't nothin' else out that way that
would bum, without it was some bushes, and that
don't look like no bushes on fire. It blazes up
too high for that."
"That's just what I said," spoke up the Cactus
Queen. "It's -0ur shanty, and now we're goin' to
lose everything we had. We didn't have much in
the way of furnishings, but it was a neat little
home, for all that. I'll feel mighty bad if I get
there and find that everything is burned up. I
left some money in the closet, too, and the most
of it was in bills."
They did not stop any longer, but rode away
at a gallop, half a dozen of the miners, who had
horses, following them. As it was only about
two miles they had to go, the distance was soon
covered, and as they neared the scene of the
fire they found that it was the shanty, surf!
enough. They were too late to do anything toward saving the building, which was a flimsy
structure, and burned like tinder. Arietta did
her best to soothe the girl, who broke into tears
the moment she heard that her home was burning to the ground. After a while she succeeded,
and then the Cactus Queen turned to her and
said:
"I'm sure that the house could not have got
·
afire its1!lf. Somebody has set it on fire."
"If tha.t's the case, I have an idea who did it,"
our hero spoke up. "That galoot they call Hip
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Bender and the four with him went this way.
None of them are any too good to do a thing like
this, and I'll bet all I'm worth that they're the
ones who did it."
"If they stopped here they might have searched
the house before they set it on fire."
"You said there was some money in the closet," Vlild observed. "How much was there?"
"There was a little over fifty dollars," she answered. "But"-and she lowered her voice so
that none of the miners might hear what she haJ.
to say-"there were four bags of gold under the
floor. I saved the dust that dad took out of the
pocket, and he didn't even know it was there.
There must have been two or three thousand do].
la1·s' worth of it, as near as I can judge. Supposing the villains found that."
"Well, if they were the ones who set the shanty
on fire, you can bet that they made a search of
it before they did it. They have found it all
right. The sneaking coyotes are no good, anyhow. I'm satisfied that any one of them would
steal anything he could get his hands on. But
don't worry, Miss Cora. If they stole your gold
dust and money we will get it back for you.
We will hunt the galoots down, just as sure as
my name is Young Wild West! That's the kind
of work we like to do."
The girl was a little appeased when she heard
this, for the way the boy spoke told her that he
surely meant just what he said.
"But our little home is gone!" she exclaimed
sadly. "Oh, I can't bear to look at it as it is
burning to the ground. But I know there is no
chance to save it. We couldn't have done that if
we had been less than half a mile from it at the
time the fire started."
"You're right on that," declared Cheyenne
Charlie. "Ther wood was mighty dry, an' all's it
needed was to be touched off. But I r~ckon another shanty kin be built, an' when it 1s bu'ilt it
oughter be right in Bed Rock. This ain't no
place for a gal like you to live, anyhow."
"Yes," she answered, "but the gold mine that's
there. You forget about that."
"\\-ell, I reckon yer kin find a couple of men
that's honest in ther mining camp, an' they kin
work ther claim for yer. You jest take it easy;
we'll fix it up for you, won't we, Wild?"
"We
"Yes," replied the young deadshot.
haven't anything particular on hand, except to
look for adventure and excitement, so we will
stay here long enough to straighten things out
for you. Don't worry, Miss Cora. Inside of a
week you will be fixed up all right again."
"Thank you," said the girl warmly. "But don't
put the miss before my name when you speak to
me. I don't like it. Call me Cora, the same as
the rest of them do."
"All right; anything to suit you."
They all waited until the shanty had been
burned to ashes, and then, satisfied that nothing
could be done that would enable them to find the
villains ,,·ho had caused the fire, if Hip Bender
and hi s men had really been the guilty partie~,
they turned and rode back to the mining camp.
They 1Yent direct to their camp and found Pop
Bond sound asleep.
"Don't say anything to him about it to-night,"
said \Yilr! to the Cactus Queen. "There is no u~c
in wonying h:m ?II)\\'. \Ye'!! 1Yait until he gets
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sober, and then I will give l\im a talking to that
may make him change his habits a little. The
fact that his shanty has been burned to ashes
might cause him to wake up and realize that
there is something worth living for besides filling himself up with whisky all the time."
"You are the first real friends I ever met," declared the girl, her eyes brightening. "I am satr
isfied that if {ou try hard you will be able to
reform dad.
thank you ever eo much for your
kindness, and if the pocket of gold turns out anything like I expect it will, I will see to it that
you are amply rewarded."
"We are not looking for any reward, nor will
we take any," the young deadshot quickly answered. "Don't think anything like that, Cora.
We are all pretty well fixed, as far as wealth ie
concerned, and if we can be of any help to those
who are in distress we are only too glad to do
all we can. But, as I said before, if that shanty
was set on fire by the five villains who left here
just before dark, I'll guarantee that we will get
from them all that they took from it. We are
never better satisfied than when we are running
down a gang of villains. If there wasn't anything like that for us to do I do_p.'t know how we
could manage to live."
The Cactus Queen thanked him again, and the
tears in her eyes showed how grateful she felt.
The girls kept on talking to her in an encourag-ing way, and it was not long before she was
again chatting in her breezy style. Leaving her
to them, Wild suggested to Cheyenne Charlie
that they take a walk and see what was going
on in the mining camp. He had already noticed
that Hop was missing, and it was easy for him
to guess that the clever Chinaman had gone to
the tavern. Hop had a rather bad failing, which
was a fondness for tanglefoot, as he called the
whisky sold at the mining camps. He also liked
to gamble as well as he did to eat, and a tavern
or a saloon was the place to find such sport, as
well as to get the drink he w,:Oted. His brother,
Wing, had once been a sort of a sport himself,
but since he had found himself eclipsed by Hop,
he had settled down to lead a very quiet life.
He was now sitting with his back against a
tree sound asleep, not far from Pop Bond. Leaving Jim once more in charge of the camp, our
hero and the scout left it and made their way to
the tavern. As our hero had supposed, the
clever Chinaman was there. He was standing at
the bar with a crowd of miners around him, and
by the looks of their faces, they were very much
amused. The fact was Hop had been performing
some of his sleight-of-hand tricks for their benefit, and he was really the center of attraction
in the barroom. As our two friends entered, he
held a dice box in his hand and was rattling the
dice.
"Me allee samee bettee ten dollee lat me tlow
um dice thlee times, and lat me no tlow less thap
fifteen; so be," he said, not noticing Wild ·and
Charlie.
"I'll have ter take that bei;, heathen," answered the man who owned the tavern.
reckon
I'm as good a sport as ever lived, and any galoot as offers to bet that he kin throw as much
as fifteen three times in succession is what I
call somethin' easy. Put up your money."
The Chinaman was not long in putting ten
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dollars upon the bar. The proprietor covered
it, and then while the crowd was looking straighi,
at him, Hop cleverly changed the dice that belonged to the place for three of his own. Hop
always carried cards and dice with him, and
when we i,ay that they \\'ere generally not of
the "straight" kind, we simply tell the truth.
The Chinaman had a way of winning in any
sort of gambling game he WeJJt in, but it was not
due altogether to his knowledge of the game it.self, nor from his extraordinary good luck. The
dice he had put in the box in place of those that
belonged thert\ were trick dice. The spots on
them were all :fives and sixes, so no matter how
they came up, there could not possibly be less
than :fifteen. Such dice could be bought at the
stores where sporting goods are sold in almost
any city. Of course they were new to the miners of Bed Rock.
Shaking the dice, the Chinaman looked at the.
ceiling in a thoughtful way and then rolled the
three little cubes upon the bar. It just happened that three fives came up. The proprietor
looked a little surprised when he saw this, but
he nodded and said:
"That's all right. You have got fifteen, I
reckon. But that's only once. Try it again."
"Allee light," answered Hop, smiling i;n a way
that was "childlike and bland." "Me chuckee
more Ian fifteen lis time."
·
He stood a good chance of doing it, of course,
and when he rolled them out the second time two
sixes and a five came up. The boss of the tavern
shook his he,· ' 'll')d began to act as though he:
had not me.de~ , "'!'I a sure bet, after all.
"Lat two titnee," said Hop cheerfully. "Now,
en, me thlow allee samee some more."
The next time he threw- sixteen, winning the
bet, of course, but because he was simply bound
to, that was all.
"You win!" exclaimed the proprietor. "But
I'm blamed i:f I ever seen anything like that.
Now I'll bet you fifty dollars that you can't do
it ag'in."
·
"Allee light. Put up your money, so be."
This the proprietor did, and then the Chinaman threw again, winning, of course. Wild saw
that Hop was likely to take all the money the.
man had, so he stepped up and said:
"Don't gamble any mo1·e v.ith the Chinaman,
boss. He's altogether too smart for you. He is
using trick dice on you. Right here I want to
tell you and the rest in the place that they had
better not gamble \vith him, fQr he can beat the
man who made the cards or dice. He's a very
cleve,: sleight-of-hand performer, and with hill
crooked dice and cheating no one stands a show
with him. Hop, just give the man back the
money you won from him."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek re-ply, and he lost no time in doing as he was told.
"Well, I'll be blamed!" exclaimed the pro-prietor, as he got hold of one of the dice and saw
why it was that he had beat beaten. "I never
would have thought anything like that."
"Lat allee light," said Hop, as he took the diu
from him and quickly slipped them in his pocket. "Now, len, me showee you sometling you
never see before. Me velly smartee Chinee, and
me likee showee magic tlicks."
"Go ahead and show something- that's wortlf
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while, Hop," ·wild hastened to say. "But don't
show them anything where there is a chance to
win or lose money. There is no one here who is
ln your class in that resepct."
"I don't know about that," spoke up a•roughlooking fellow in a red shirt. "I'm somewhat of
a sport, I reckon, an' I know about all there is
ter know about cards. I ain't afraid ter tackle
him in a game of poker."
"Well, maybe you are not afraid to tackle him;
but don't you do it. It may- be that you think you
know all about the cards, but you don't."
"I'll bet a hundred I know more than you do!"
retorted the miner, rather hotly.
"Well, I don't believe that, either. But I'll let
it go that way, because I seldom play cards. But
you let the Chinaman alone."
It happened that the red-shirted miner had not
been present when Wild thrashed Hip Bender.
He had heard all about it, of course; but he was
one of the sort who always have their doubts
when they hear anything that don't strike them
as being quite probable. Then again, he prided
himself on being a boss fighter, though he had
always taken a back seat when Hip Bender
showed up at the camp. Just now he was about
half primed with bad whisky, and that made
him feel of more importance than ever.
Wild could easily tell that the man was ready
tor trouble, if he was not actually looking for it.
But he paid no further attention to him just
then, and told Hop to go ahead with his entertainment. The clever Chinaman performed a
very mystifying trick and every one applauded it
and expressed t heir wonder save the man in the
red shirt.
"Huh!" he said, looking at Wild. "I've seen
a lot better than that. I hail from Kansas City,
where they have real people, an' do real things.
That ain't notbin'."
"Hop, just show him something that he won't
forget soon," said our hero coolly.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and
then the clever Celestial prepared to give the
man one of the r eal surprises of his life.
CHAPTER V.-Charlie Has a Fight.
Hop lost no time about su11)rising the man
from Kansas City. He suddenly threw out his
right hand and a snake shot from it and landed
around the man's neck. To all appearances it
was a live rattler, and a cry went up as the
lookers-on hastened to get out of the way. The
victim turned so pale that he looked as though
the blood had left his face entirely.
"Wow!" he yelled, brushing at the snake.
"Take it away!"
Back went the Chinaman's arm, and the snake
left the fellow's neck and disappeared up the
flowing sleeve of t he Chinaman. But very few
of the spectators l:aw where it went. They only
knew it disappeared, and that was all.
"Lat velly nicee lillee tlkk," said Hop, with a
grin on his yellow visage. "You evee see lat
before, so be?"
Th('n he threw the snake out of his sleeve
and showed it was attached to ® elastic string.
But that was not all! He quickly made it known
to them that it was r.ot alive.
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"Lis um velly nicee snakee me makee outeo
long piecee lubber," he exclaimed. "No bitee, for
um no alivee, so be."
Cheyenne Charlie laughed loudly when he saw
how discomfited the victim of the joke seemed
to be. But if he was discomfited, he was also
angry.
· "What are yer laughin' at, yer long-legged galoot?" he demanded savagely.
"You," was the quick reply. "Yer don't s'pose
I was laughin' at ther blamed old rubber snake,
do yer? I was laughin' ter see what a fool you
was."
'·I ain't no fool, an' if yer don't look out I'll
soon show yer !" came the hot retort.
Wild did not offer to interfere. He knew very
well that the miners was in the fault, and he
also ~as quite confident that Charlie could hold
his own with him, no matter what sort of a game
he put up.
"You can't show me nothin'," said the scout,
keeping wonderfully calm, for him. "It ain't in
yer ter do it, you flat-nosed galoot!"
This was quite enough to start the ball rolling. The man, who claimed to hail from Kansas
City, promptly stepped forwarcj. and put up his
fists in a boxing attitude. Then it was that
Charlie showed what he knew about the manly
art. He made a sudden feint at the man's stomach and caused him to drop his ,rms. Almost at
the same time his right · shot out straight from
the shoulder, his weight going with it. Spat!
The hard fist of the scout caught the nose of
the fellow with such force that he went ov~r
baekward as though he had been kicked by 8'1
armv mule. If his nose had been rather flat be·
fore; it was now completely so. The blood spurted from it in a double stream, while the man
twisted about on the floor as though in agony.
"Git up an' fight, you meas1y coyote!" exclaimed the scout, who was now just in the humor fn1·
a scrimmage. "You started it; ;now git up an'
show what yer kin do."
The man must have heard what Charlie said,
for he rolled over and got upon his hands and
knees. Then he paused for a second, and ducking his head, leaped forward as though to butt
the scout in the stomach. But Charlie was altogether too quick for anything like, and he slipped nimbly out of the way, and then, with the
flat of his boot, he pushed him flat upon his back
again.
"Git up an' fight, you measly coyote!" he cried
anl1,'rily. "This ain't no cat an' dog game; it's a
fight! You said as how you was the best fighter
of the camp, and now is the time to show what
you kin do."
The miners in the tavern barroom had now
drawn about in a circle, leaving Wild and Hop
standing within it against "the bar. It was qnite
evident that none of them thought a great de::il
of the man from Kansas City, for thev seeme:i
to he delighted at the way he was getting handled by Y-oung Wild West's partner. The -miner .
had pretty weH recovered from the effects of the
l>low by this time, and he was not long in getting upon his feet. He knew quite well th~t
therP. was no use · in trying to butt hi!' opponent
again, so he used different tactics. Instead ct
1ushing at him, he drew back as far away from
him as he cou"i-:i get.
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Then, wiping the blood from his battered nose,
he placed his hand upon the butt of a revolver
that showed from the holster at his right hip.
But so slow was his moYement in doing· this that
Charlie easily covered him · before he could go any
further.
"You jest take your hand off that gun, you
sneakin' galoot!" he cried, his eyes flashing. "If
undertaker right away. You picked this muss,
so yer might · as well go ahead ther way you
<;tarted out to do. It you don't want ter do this,
I s'pose yer kin die. But maybe you don't want
to die."
The enraged man took his hand away from
the revolver instantly. There was no doubt but
that he realized that he was beaten; yet he possessed enough sand to go ahead with the fight.
Once more he doubled his fists and assumed a
boxing attitude. Charlie never · moved a peg.
Seeing that he must be the aggressor, the man
in the red shirt advanced a step or two, and then
began dancing about the scout, as though inviting him on. Wild was not a l{ttle surprised at
the way Charlie acted. Generally he allowed
his temper to get the best of him, and he would
sail right in and do things quickly.
But the fact was that Charlie had long been
trying to do as the dashing young deadshot did
when he got into a muss. He was even proud of
himself, for since he saw that he had the man
where he wanted him, he was getting cooler every
second.
"Come on, you bloody-nosed galoot!" he exclaimed. "You're an awful fighter, so you said
a little while ago, so light in. You will find me
right here every time."
This so exasperated the man that he made a
savage rush, swinging both fists at the scout.
Charlie parried the blows _easily, and then seeing
that he had a good chance, he hit him again
upon the nose. The blow was fuJly as hard as
the first one, and the result was that his opponent's head flew back and down he went flat upon
his back. He lay quite still this time, and noticing this, our hero walked over to him and
said:
"I reckon you have got about enough, my
friend. You made a little mistake in starting
this row, and you see what you have got for doing- it. I don't believe you're a bad man at heart,
but you simply have a way of doing the very
thing you ought not to do. Get up now! I
reckon somebody will wash you off and piitch up
your nose. I'd much rather you would have that
nose than I, for I can't say I ever saw any harder blow landed upon a nose· than what you received."
A groan was the only answer he received, so
turning to those standing about the room, Wild
said:
"I reckon some of you must be thi s man's
friends. Just take care of him. He needs it bad
enough, I reckon."
Two or three of the miners quickly ran to the
prostrate man, and lifting him un, carried him
out to the horse trough. When they had given
him a good dose of ·water and washed him up he
came to his full senses.
"That boy they calls Young Wild West said as
how he reckoned I had enough, and he is right,
boys . . I did think I knowed how to fight, but I

won'.t never say i~ ag'in. I'm mighty sorry that
I tned to bully him, but I was so mad jest then
than I couldn't help it."
Both Wild and Charlie heard what he said
so they knew well that the row was over with'.
It happened that the miner lived in a shanty
that was not far away from the tavern so as
soon as he rested a bit,. a couple of the' miners
led him to it and he went in fer the night
"Lat um pl~tty gooddee fight, so be," re:n"ia.rked Hop, noddmg to the proprietor of the place
"Misler Charlie allee samee know how to use hi~
fists. Me no wantee makee Misler Charlie velly
muchee mad; he allee samee lick me if I do "
As he said this, he looked at the scout · and
grinned in a tantalizing way. But Charlie was
not going to get mad at him just then .. He knew
very well that Hop was simply trying to get him
angry so that he might have a little fun with
him. Our friends remained at the tavern for
about half an hour after that, and then they
went over to the store that was close at hand
and after making a few purchases returned t~
the camp. They found the Cactus Queen quite
contented, since her father had been put inside
the tent by Jim and Wing.
"We will strike out as soon as we have breakfast to-morrow morning and look after the galoots ;~·ho _set your house on fire," Wild said to
You need not- worry a bit about it. The
her.
more I think about it the more I am convinced
that Hip Bender and his men did the trick "
"I
"Yes, I believe so, too," was the reply
don't know just what dad and I would have· done
if it had not been for you. You are altogether
too good to us, I think."
"Well, please don't think that. We don't want
any one to think anything like that. We want
to do the rigi1t thing, as near as we can and
that is ~II there is to it. Just wait till moz'.ning.
I nm gomg to tak0 your father over to the place
w_here _the ashes_ o:t the burneJ .:hiinty lay. I'll
give him a talkmg tc- that comes straig-ht from
~he shoulder, and you r.an bet that it'11 do him
good. too."
This please~ the girl g1·e.'.\tly, and though Wild
meant fo do ,i nst as he told her, he said it just
the1; more to chee: her up than anything else.
A l_1ttle later the _g,rls went insic~ t' ~: ... tent and
retired for the mght, even though it was rather
e1:rly. Then aft_er ar.,.ang-frig- th~ \V'l.tch for the
mght b~tween ~,m,..elf and his partne_,.s and the
two Ch111amen. Wild sought his blanket. The
young deadshot felt that there was a liv~ly time
ahead for him, and ho ;-r.::;;.::-:t to get a good n:irht's
~~-

.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild <ind His Friends Are Held
Up.
Yo~ng Wild ~est was up rather early the next
mornmg, and without awaking any of the rest
of the_ ~arty, he walked out upon the street of
the mmmg camp. It was not yet sunrise but
th~ tavern was op~n and doing business.' As
Wild walked up to 1t one of the miners he had
met the day before bade him a cheery good morning, and then safd:
"Did you hear about the two fellows what was
robbed out among the Sand Hills last night?"
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"No," and our hero looked at him in sur.
pri~.
Ther Bandits of ther Sand
''That's right.
Hills as they call them, ·was at their work again
last ~ight, Two men was headin' for here, an'
when they· got right among ther Sand Hills,
which is only about a little over three miles from
here, they was held up by four masked galoots.
It was mighty lucky that they didn't have much
more than a couple , of hundred dollars between
'em, for if they liad had a hundred thousand
dollars it would have been ther same; ther bandits took all what they had. They took particular pains ter tell ther two victims that they was
ther Bandits of ther Sand Hills, an' that they
didn't care no more for a sheriff than they did
for them. Then they . made 'em light out with
their horses at a dead run. Of course ther two
men was mighty glad ter git away with their
lives."
Wild was very much interested in the recital,
and he started in to question the miner. He
learned that the Sand Hills, as they were called,
were right along close to the edge of the trail
that came from the nearest mining town, and
that they were not much more than a mile from
the spot where the shanty ·was burned the night
before. So many times had Young Wild West
been mixed un ·in such affairs that it was only
natural that 'lie should think that Hip Bender
and his four men might belong· to the bandit
gang. He had already made up his. minil. that
they wei-e the ones who had burned the shanty,
after robbing it of the bag·s of gold dust and the
money that was there, so it was easy for him to
think that they might have taken part in the
hold-up, after leaving the shanty burning. But
he said nothing to his informant of his thoughts;
he was going t-0 keep them to himself just then.
The boy liked the glory of running down criminaJJ, and if 11e were to tell his suspicions to the
miners, he would simply set them on what he
thought was the 1·ight trail to get the bandits.
\Vhile the two wei·e talking, the men who had
been robbed came out of t11e tavei-n. They had
not possessed a f2_"1:eat deal of money when they
started for Bed Rock with the i'll.tention of bettering -their fortunes, and to lose it all made
them quite despondent. The prnprietor had taken them in with the understanding that if they
e\·er got able to pay him they should do so. He
was a pretty g-ood sort of a chap that way, and
though he sold liquors and xan a gambling saloon in connection with his establishment, he had
l!. p1'P-tty good reputation as being a square man.
"There they are now," said the miner, jerking his thumb towai-d the two strangers, who
were standing at the bar of the tavern, looking
about them in a rather dispirited way. "They
ain't lookin' as though they're very happy this
mornin', Mr. \Vest."
"Well, I don't suppose they feel very good, after losing all theil· money," retorted our hero.
"But this seems to be a pretty good sort of a
camp, as far as I have seen, and I reckon there
are plenty here who will give them the chance to
earn something·, so they can pay their way. But
call them over here. I'd like to have a little talk
with them."
The miner lost no time in doing this, and as
the two men came forward, he said:

11

"Gents, this is Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot, what's ready to do a good turn
for any one as is deserving of it. I don't know
your names, but that makes no difference. Shake
hands with Young Wild West, ther boss boy of
.:ther mountains an' prairies."
The faces of the two victims 'Of the robbery
lighted up instantly. It was not likely that they
had hea1·d oTYoung Wild West, for they were
what might be called tenderfeet, they never having been in the West before. It was easy for ,
our hero, or for any other Westerner, fo:r that
matter, to tell this at the first sight of them.
They quickly gave their names as Johnson and
Moore, and stated that they wei-e fresh f1•om
St. Louis. They had relatives somewhere in
Arizona, they declared, and they had started out
for that _part of the country with the intention of
surprising them. But when they heai-d about the
gold that was being taken out of pockets and
placers in Bed Rock, they had been hit' with the
"gold fever," and had changed their plans somewhat. The result was that they bought horses at
the other end of the ti-ail and started out to try
their luck in Bed Rock before going on to the
place where their relatives were located. They
both declared, of course, that they were very
sorry for having changed their minds, since they
had not expected to be stopped on their horseback
journey and be robbed. Wild could not help
smiling at them, for he could easily imagine their
feelings.
"That's all right, boys," he said assuringly.
"The chances 8.l"e that you will get your money
back before two days have passed. I will undertake to get it for you myself, with the aid of
my two pai-tners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart."
"Thank you!" exclaimed Moore, who was a
young man of perhaps twenty-five. "If you only
can, we will never forget you for your kindness,
Young Wild West."
"Well, I think we can. But we will let it go
at that for the pi-esent. I'll go back to the camp,
and as soon as we have our breakfast we will
start out and try to look up the Bandits of the
Sand Hills."
'"l'he:i:e's plenty that has been lookin' for 'em
for over a week," spoke up the miner, shaking his
head. "They've held up the stagecoach when it
comes here twice in the past two weeks, and
thei-e's been lots of men looking for 'em. vVe
have got a vigilahce committee here, an' they're
doing their level best."
"Well, that's good. I hope they will find them.
But we will go into this game alone, and if we
happened to get the bandits before the vigilantei;;
do, I don't suppose anybody will feel sore about
it."
·
"I reckon not, Young Wild West. Ther sooner
them gafoots is catched, ther better it will be for
everybody in ther camp. When it gits out that
there's bandits along ther trail there won't be so
many people t"o come here. That won't suit us,
·•cause we're tryin' ter build up the place an·
make a regular town of it."
Wild put hi_s hand in his pocket and drew out
a roll of bills. He handed each of the tenderfeet
ten dollars, saying as he did so:
"Just take this as a loan from me until yo,;
I'll take the chances on
p· t your monev hi.ck.
0
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your paying me, whether you get what was stolen from you or not. But I'm of the strong opinion that you will get it. Don't thank me, for it
isn't necessary."
But they did thank him just the same. They
were grateful for the kindness shown them, and
it had the effect of brightening them up to the
extent that they resolved to go ahead and make
some money before they went on to strrprise their
relatives. Our hero walked back to the camp and
found Charlie and· Jim up and stirring. He was
not long in telling them of the news he had
heard, and they were just as eager as he was to
get on the trail of the bandits. The scout quickly routed the cook out, and he made so much
noise in doing it that all the rest awoke, even to
·
.
Pop Bond.
The old man looked haggard and . worn as he·
came out of the tent, hardly realizing where he
was. But the Cactus Queen soon came to him
and explained what had happened. As-she told
him about the shanty being burned down, the
old man broke into tears. Then it was that Wild
started in to cheer him up, and when he had got
him in about what he considered was the right
mood, he said:
"See here, Mr. Bond, you're a man old enough
to be my father, but I'm going to talk to you
straight from the shoulder. I want you to promise me to leave whisky alone."
Pop looked at him in surprise.
"You're ther boy who licked that galoot they
call Hi Bender yesterday when he was tryin' ter
kiss my darter, ain't yer?"
"Yes.. r reckon I am, Pop."
"Well, you're a mighty good one, an' I want
you to knew that I mean it when I say it. But
when you tell me that I oughter stop drinkin'
whisky, that's another thing. I've been at that
game too long to stop now, my boy. I never
will stop as long as I kin git whisky to drink."
"Oh, yes, you will. You're going to do as I
say. I've heard how they handle such fellows
as you. I'll send and get a bottle of whisky
right away and you can have a tablespoonful of
it every four hours to-day. To-morrow you'll get
a tablespoonful three times, and after that for a
week you'll only get a tablespoonful every morning. At the end of that time you won't get any,
and you will be very thankful that you have
learned to leave it alone . . Don't say any more.
I'm going to take you in hand, and you can bet
I'm going to cure you."
The fearless, easy way in which the boy talked
made a deep impi-ession upon the drunkard.
"Who is he?" he whii:;pered to his daughter.
"He's Young Wild West, the greatest of all
the deadshots, and one who never fails in anything he undertakes," the Cactus Queen an swered. "If you don't do just as he says, you're
likely tcr be hurt, I reckon."
The old man thought for a minute or two,
and then he started toward Wild, saying:
"Young Wild West, I s'vose I'll have to do jest
as you say. I'll try hard, too."
"All right," was the i:etort. "If you try, that's
all I ask of you. But you want to keep on trying until you are cured. Will you do that?"
Pop hesitated for a moment, and then answered:
"I will."

"All right. Now just stick to that."
. As soon as breakfast was ready they all sat
down and ate. Pop, however, had very little appetite, but Charlie had got the bottle of whisky,
and after he had taken hi s tablespoonful he managed to eat a little. In order to break him of
the whisky habit Wild decided to keep him right
there at the camp under a guard.
"Pop," said he, "I want you to understand that .
you're a prisoner. You're to stay right here;
and not go more than thirty feet from the camp
at any time without my permission. Do you understand what I say?"
"Yes, I understand," faltered the old man, who
was trembling from nervousness.
"Well, if you should try to disobey the order,
you will be shot by the person who is guarding
you, just the same as if you were a prisoner of
war. Mark that well."
Wild sp9ke rather severely, and the old man
certainly thought that he meant it. When he
had saddled his horse and was ready to start out
on the trail of the Bandits of the Sand Hills,
Wild called Wing.
"Wing," said he, nodding his head toward Pop
Bond, "this man is a prisoner, and he must not
go more than thirty feet away from this camp
while I'm away. If he tries to, you call him
back, and if he don't come, shoot him dead!"
The boy gave the Chinaman a wink as he said
the last, and Wing understood. But for fear that
he might not, Wild told Jim to call him aside and
explain. This was done, and then the Chinaman
knew what was intended. Our hero knew it
would be useless to leave Hop in charge of the
old man, as the chances were that it would be
very' little that he would be about the camp while
they were gone. When he saw Arietta and · the
Cactus Queen saddling their horses he was not
surprised, for he had expected his sweetheart to
want to go out on the trail with him.
"We .are going. too, Wild," Arietta said, as he
"It won't be necessary
came and helped her.
for us to get into any trouble, for we can keep
back if anything happens."
"All right, Et," was the reply. "I reckon if
there is any danger you can do your share. I
haven't any doubt but what Cora can, too."
"O,h, I can shoot, all right," spoke up the Cactus Queen. "I have been brought up to do that.z
and I would just as leave shoot a bandit as 1
would a coyote. If I can find the villains who
set our sl}anty on fire last night I'll show you
what I'll do to them. I've got a mighty good
rifle here, and there are si}!;teen shots in it. Just
let me have the chance and I will drop every
·
one of the.· galoots."
Wild and his partners and the two girls soon
left the camp and rode out upon the street. When
they got there they found Garry Clark, who was
a sort of leader among the miners, getting the
vigilantes ready to start.
"Where are you going, Young Wild West?"
Clark aske'd, as they rode along.
"Oh, we're going to take a ride out among the
Sand Hills," was the reply.
"\Vait a few minutes an' we'll go with you."
"No, thanks; we're just going on a little ride
We would rather go
to exercise our horses.
alone."
"You're going out to try and find ther Bandits
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of ther Sand Hills, I reckon," replied the miner, way 'the boy was acting. "But when I tell you
a smile showing on his face. "Well, I don't blame that I want something more from yer than ther
you, but if I was you I'd leave them gals here." money you've got maybe you'll change your tune."
"What do you want · more than my money?"
"Oh, that's all right," Wild retorted, as he
Wild asked, never changing his manner in the
started his .fiorse at a canter.
They soon reached the edge of the town and least.
''I \Yant yer life, Young Wild West!"
were riding along the trail that led past the
"Oh, is that so? Well, you are not · the first
burned shanty to the Sand Hills. Our hero and
his friends had come from another dii'ection when one who has wanted it; but no one has taken it
they reached Bed Rock, so they knew nothing of yet."
·the Sand Hills, or what there was out that way.
Our hero now knew who the leader was. He
But this made no difference to Young Wild West felt sure that he had heard his voice before when
and his partners, for they were used to traveling he spoke to him at first, but now he knew exactly
about in strange places, and were quite able to who he was, The villain was Hip Bender! But
overcome any d;fficulties they might meet.
there was nothing really surprising in this, since
As they reached the spot where the shanty had the young deadshot had believed him to be one
stood, they rode up to it and looked around. of the bandits.
There was still some hot ashes there, so it was
"Yes, Young Wild West, I want your life,"
useless to think of making a search to see if the -went on the masked man, as though he had not
gold dust was there. But our hero was certain heard what the boy said. "J want it, an' I'm gothat it was not. He soon rode on and then it; was in' ter have it."
not long before they were right among the hills
"Well, you have got me dead to rights, so I'll
of sand.
have to let you go ahead, I suppose."
Spots here and there. showed where horses had , This was so surprising to the rest of the ban
been, so at lengi;h they rode into the defile that dits that they looked at their leader to . see ho"
led directly to the cave of the villainous band. he would act. They had never met a person who
·As they rounded a sharp turn, half a dozen showed so much coolness as the boy, and they
masked men suddenly rode out from behind the hardly knew what to make of it, Instead of
rocks and a sharp command rang out:
giving in to them and pleading for his life, he
"Hold up your hands!"
sat there as if he was merely holding a consulta•
tion, with nothing like danger hovering over hini.
Our hero was doing some rapid thinking, however. He knew there was but one way to get
Captured
Is
Queen
CHAPTER VIL-The Cactus
out of the scrape, and that was for the girls to
make a break to get away. If this happened, the
Though it was a complete surprise to Young villains would be disconcerted for a few sec . mds
Wild West, he did not get excited. That was not and in that brief time he might be able to d~
his way. They had ridden right into a trap, and something.
.
\
there was only one thing to do now, and that
taking his eyes
without
boy,
the
said
"Girls,"
was to get out of it. But with revolvers and
rifles covering them from all sides, this looked from those of the bandit leader, "I reckon this is
like an impossibility. Only six men showed no place for you:"
Arietta knew what that meant, and without
themselves at the start, but before the command
to hold up their hands had scarcely left the lips an instant's delay she swung her horse around
and went galloping around one of the hills of
of the leader, three more appeared. They were sand.
·
all masked, so there was no telling who they
"Come o'h, Cora!" she cried,
were, or whether our friends had seen any of
The Cactus Queen was astonished at the move,
them before.
Without knowing it, our hero and his compan- but she hastened to obey. The bandits were comions had left the regular trail and had c0me pletely surprised. Naturally they all turned their
straight to the hidden headquarters of the Ban- gaze upon the girls. Crnck ! As quick as a fl.ash
dits of the Sand Hills. Wild shot a swift glance Young Wild West whipped out a gun and rh~t
at the villains. Then, picking out the leader, who the man nearest him. Then the smoking muzzle
had a rifle pointed squarely at his breast, he said of the weapon was turned upon the leader in a
•
jill~
·
coolly;
"Take it easy, you sneaking coyotes! I reckon
"01·der your gang to get out of sight at once,
you've got us dead to rights. Don't g·et excited or you will drop dead, Hip Bender!" he cried
over it. If we have got to be robbed, that's all sternly.
there is to it; it will have to be, that's all."
Charlie and Jim had both drawn their revolvCharlie and Jim had thrown up their hands at ers by this time. Crack! The scout shot one of
the command, they knowing that it was best to them as he was in the act of firing at the dashobey. The two girls remained sitting on their ing boy on the sorrel stallion.
"Light out, boys! Don't shoot till I tell yer !"
horses, however, with their hands J-,olding the
bridle reins. Wild's left hand grasped the reins, shouted the bandit leader,
A smile showed upon the- haudsome face of
and his right was hanging at his side. He did
not move either of them. Though he knew very our hero, He had turned the tables in a hurry,
well that a command from the leader of the and all through his wonderful coolness.
"Boys, watch the galoots," he said, not chan~.gang would send bullets his way, he never on'ce
ing his gaze for even a second. "I am surely
lost his wonderful coolness.
"Yo,,.'re a mighty cool one, I ~ee," the leader going to kill their leader at the fir;;t sign of
said, sho,ving that he could not h~lp admiring the treac'·i>-y f1"m thPJY>. '1
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"Right yer are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie an- smart fur us. I reckon we •made a mistake,
though I thought we had 'e,n dead ter rights.
11wered.
The ·scout had managed to get his horse partly When we heard 'em co min', an' got out there, :i1:
shielded behind a, big rock~ and he sat there locked as though we was_ bound ter git 'em.
shielded from the villains pretty well. Jim was But instead of <loin' it, they got two of our men.
not to be seen at all, for he was nearly at the It's too bad, boys, but there·s only seven of us
other side of the rock. But there was little that now."
"That's right," and Billy Horner looked very
either of. them had to do, for when Hip Bender
told his men to light out, they did so without solemn, indeed.
But suddenly he l:>Tightei.ed up.
delay. They ran in all directions, too, no two
"Yer didn't know that I caught ther gal yer
heading the same way. But one of them was
hot in pursuit of the two girls f:,;om the start. was tryin' ter kiss yisterday, did yer, Hip?"
"What!" cried the leader, who had no knovrIHe had made a holt the moment he saw what
they were up to. This was Billy Horner, the edge of what had occurred. "What do yer ·mean,
knife-thrower. It seemed that luck was with him Billy?"
"I mean that I caught ther Cactus Queen, as
for the horse the Cactus Queen was riding stumbled and threw the girl ju.st as she got behind they calls her, Hip." .
"Where is she?" and the villain looked around
the biggest of the sand hills and considered her· eagerly.
self safe.
"Back in ther cave, tied an' gagged, Hip. Ob!·
Billy Horner rounded the sand hill just as she
fell. Arietta was 6ut of sight around another I didn't git out of ther way when yer told us te:r
of the hills, and though not very far away, she light out jest fur nothin'. I was lookin' fur ther
could be of no assistance to Cora. Billy Horner chance ter do somethin', an' I soon found it.
sprang forward with the quickness of a cat, and Ther gal's horse stumbled an' throwed her, an'
as the Cactus Qv,een, half blinded by the sand then I got her afore she kn.owed it. Two of ther
that had covered her face, was in the act of boys met me, as I was draggin' her this way, an'
scrambling to her feet, he grabbed her and placed then we wasn't long in gettin' her in ther cave.
his hand over her inouth. His knowledge of the Come on! I'll show her ter yer."
Bender followed him into the rear of the cave.
vicinity enabled the villain to work his game well.
Throwing the struggling girl under his right When he saw the helpless girl his delight knew
arm, he dragged her from the spot, holding his no bounds. He forgot all about the loss of two
other hand over her mouth at the same time. of his men, and with an exultant cry, he slapped
The entrance to · tb.e cave was not far distant, Bill on: the shoulder.
"You're ther boy, Billy!" he exclaimed. "I'm
and as he rounded one of the sand heaps, Billy
Horner came in sight of two of his companions, mighty glad that yer done this. If we can't do
who were crouching at the edge of the cliff, as nothin' else with ther gal we kin hold her fur a
though waiting to g:et a shot at those they had ransom, anyhow. Oh! this is what I -calls fuie."
Cora Bond was trembling when she found the
held up.
The two saw him coming with the girl, arid villain standing oYer her. · No doubt she felt that
they did not need to be asked to come to his as- he was going to take advantage of her utter helpsistance. They did not get to him a second too lessness and insult her. But this he did not do,
soon, for the Cactus Queen was making good which showed that he had merely acted that way
headway toward freeing herself. But it was all the day befo1·e to show off before the crowd.
"You're a mighty' smart gal, an' I'm much
up with her as soon as the two seized her. Then
around the rocks they went, and were soon in the obliged to yer fur comin' here, so I could git yer,
passage that led into the cave. When they got Cactus Queen," he said mockingly. "You never
the girl inside she was quickly boun·d and gag- done a petter thing in your life."
She made no answer to him, though she;. tried
ged. Then the three bandits went to the edge
of the passage and waited. It was not long be- hard to do so.
"I'll give yer a chance ter talk putty soon," the
fore another of the gang came there. He quickly informed them that only Hip Bender was in villain went on. "But I've got other business ter
th~ presence of Young Wild West now, and that attend ter jest now. We mustn't let Young Wild
there were thTee of the gang creeping around for West an' his pards find this cave. It wouldn't be:
the purpose of shooting the boy and his pards. healthy fur us if they did."
Then he turned to Billy Horner and added:
He had barely finished telling this when a shot
"You an' some one git your horses an' ride out.
sounded, follow2d by a yell. Then the clatter of
hoofs sounded, and they knew Young Wild West Go off to ther left, an' give Young Wild West an'
and his partuers must be ri<\ing away. Soon his pards a chance ter see yer, so they'll think
the hoofbeats died out, and then it was not long you're tryin' ter git somewheres. You kin easy
before Hip Bender and three of his men came fool 'em an' git back here later on, I reckon.
That'll make 'em think tha.t our hidin' place is
'
in.
"They'·ve gone!" he exclaimed. "Young Wild- somewheres away from here."
"All right, Hip," was the reply. "You jest
West clipped ther lobe of my ear with a bullet,
an' then he lit out with his pards. I'm mighty leave that ter me. Abe, you kin go with me.
You've g-0t a mighty fast horse, an' I reckon we
glad they didn't find their way in here, boys."
"I reckon they was glad ter git away," de- always works well together. We're a regula:r
clar.ed Billy Horner. "They didn't know what team, we are."
"All right," answered the bandit called Abe.
roirmte they might git it from behind a rock OT
.
"I'm right with_yer, Billy."
·
sand hill."
Then the two were not long in saddling thei:r
"That's right," answered the' leader, shaking
Ms head. "You:Qg Wild West was altogether too horses. Hip Bender went out.side and took a
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look around, so he might be sure that no one
was watching the place. He found nothing to
excite his suspicions, and soon returned and reported that it was all right. Then Billy Horner
and Abe rode out and turned to the left. They
rounded some of the sand hills and passed
through a patch of cactus and finally emerged
upon the regular trail. The two bandits had
scarcely got here than they spied Young Wild
West and his partners and Arietta about a mile
away. As soon as they saw that they had been
seen, they put their horses at a gallop and rode
in a direction that was just opposite from that
of their hiding place.
Looking over their shoulders, the
aw that
our friends had started in pursuit, and then they
felt sure that the ruse to carry them away from
the cave was going to work. After riding half
a mile, the two came to a place where there was
little chance of the prints of their horses' hoofs
showing, and then they dodged in among the
sand hills and made a circuit to get back to the
cave. This they succeeded in doing, but it was
not until they had covered easily ten miles since
· they left it. Hip Bender was more than satisfied
when they returned and reported what they had
done.
"That's what I call fine," he said to them.
"Now, then, there ain't no danger of Young Wild
West findin' us, I reckon. If we hadn't lost two
of our men, everything would be all right, boys."
But the leader of the Bandits of the Sand Hills
did not stop to think that Young Wild West
might be too clever to be deceived by such a ruse.
He was going to find out. too, and that within a
snort time.

Hi

"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"I'll bet ther galoots have got her."
"It looks very much that way, Charlie," Wild
answered, shaking his head. "This is what I call
too bad. We had a good chance to drop nearly
every one of the scoundrels, and I'm sony Wt!
didn't."
"Well, that's what I wanted you to do," and
the scout shrugged his shoulders. "Sich galoot:-;
as them ain't got no 1·ight to live, anyhow. You
are always a little too easy with 'em, Wild."
"Well, I don't believe in killing a man, especially when he hasn't any show. The two that
were shot really deserved it, for if they had not
been shot ju·st as they were, I suppose I would
have got it. It is too bad that the Cactus Queen
has been caught by them, but l reckon we won't
be long in getting her away from them. We're
going to get this gang before sunset, just as sure
as my name is .Young Wild West."
"That's right," declared Jim Dart, who was
exactly of the same opinion as our hero. "They
must be located around here somewhere, as none
of them had horses."
"Of course they are," Wild answered quickly.
"They have a hiding place somewhere among the
rocks, with the sand hills to hide it from the gazE'
of any one passing through here. You can depend on that."
The boy was not a little nettled at having been
caught by the bandits, but the fact that they had
outwitted them and got away again made him
feel better. Two of the villains had been shot,
but the Cactus Queen must certainly be with
them, and if it were not for that the boy would
have considered himself quite lucky, indeed. Bu1
as he said, he was going to have the gang at his
mercy before sunset. As the reader knows, when
CHAPTER VIII.-Wild Gets Into the Cave of Young Wild West made up his mind to do a thing
he generally did it. After thinking for a minute
the Bandits.
or two, he said:
"Come on, we'll ride along the trail a little
Wild knew that it was anything but a safe
place to be i!l, i:;o when he found that all of the way, and see if we can see anything ·of them.
villains had disappear~-! !:>ut their leader he de- They followed the trail that led past the spot
cided to get away. He felt pretty certain that where they had been halted by the bandits, and
Arietta and the Cactus Queen had succeeded in when they had covered about a mile, keeping the
making their escape, and it was now for _h im to horses at a walk, they suddenJy saw two horseget away with his partners before they were men emerge from one of the sand hills probably
a mile ahead of them. Though it was quite a
shot at from behind some rl)ck or sand hill.
He felt like making Hip Bender a prisoner, but distance to see and recognize a person, the ail'
he knew it would be dangerous to try it, so he was remarkably clear, and they were not long
quickly decided to frighten the villain and then satisfying themselves that the two horsemen beride away. Without saying a word to him he longed to the bandit band. While they did not
fired a shot, the bullet just grazing the man's have their masks on, there was something about
them thiit told our friends that they were- vilear.
Then, as Hip Bender uttered a yell and turned lains. But when they saw them suddenly dart
away at a mad gallop they knew for a fact that
to flee from the spot, Wild exclaimed:
they must belong to the band.
"Come on, boys, let's get out of here!"
"Come on," said our hero. "I reckon we'll see
The three rode away, taking the direction that
Arietta and the Cactus Queen had gone. No one where they're going to."
They put their horses at a gallop, and though
interfered with them, and they were not long_in
getting out upon the rugged trail. Here they the two horsemen had disappeared from view,
found Arietta waiting with the horse that had they rode on at top speed. Wild marked well the
been ridden by the Cactus Queen. The girl was spot where they had disappeared, and as he
much disturbed, as they could see as they rode up. never made a mistake in a thing of this kind, he
"Where is Cora?" our hero asked, looking at felt sure that they were· not apt to elude him.
his sweetheart in surprise.
'l\' hen they reached the spot, which was really
"I don't know, Wild," was the reply. "I rode one of the many sand hills that were scattered
on until I g·ot here, and have been waiting ever about the vicinity, he halted long enough to look
since. The horf'e came here n little while agl), but for the prints of the horsef'' feet. But the sand
where tlfe C'actrs Queen is, I don't know."
was ,·ery p'),,·dery, and it \\"as difficult to pick UJ:
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the trail. It happened that there was a gentle
breeze blowing from the south, and the sand
being very light, the holes made by the hoofs of
the horses rapidly filled. It was only what might
be called just a vestige of a trail, but to Young
Wild West and his partners it was quite enough
for them to be .able to follow.
"Keep your eyes open, boys," said the dashing
young deadshot; "a.nd you, too1 Et. It may be
that the two galoots are trying to lead us .into
an ambush. I don't know as they will have the
nerve to try anything like that, since they found
out what they got when they halted us a little
while ago."
"Well, there ain't nothin' likEl' bein' ready for a
thing of the kind," the scout spoke up. "Maybe
ther whole gang is back here somewheres."
"I don't believe that," Wild answered, shaking
his h.ead. "There were no horses to be seen
when they stopped us in the defile back there,
and that satisfies me that they have come out of
their hiding place on foot. The two we're after
probably got their horses and rode around here
just for the purpose of leading us away :from
their retreat. I have seen such things done
before, you know."
Charlie and Jim had, too, and they promptly
nodded their approval of what the boy said. Arietta was not only annoyed at the disappearance
of the Cactus Queep, but saddened ,as well. During the short acquaintance with her, she had
learned to think a whole lot of Cora Bond, and
she was anxious to help her out of her difficulties.
After a rather long ride they found themselves
10 near the spot where the hold-up had taken
place that none of them thought it worth while
to bother with the trail any longer. Wild did
not mean to go down into the defile just then.
He was going to approach the spot from an entirely different direction. .Aiding up a sharp ascent, they soon reached the top of a cliff that
overlooked the spot.
"I reckon we'll dismount here," said the dashing young deadshot, as he slipped from the back
of his sorrel stallion. "What is to be done now
will have to be done on foot. You just wait for
me right here. I'm going to try and locate the
hiding place of the bandits."
When the boy said a thing like this h is companions always agreed to it. They all knew quite
well that if he wanted any of them to go with
him he would say so right away. Charlie was in
the habit of accompanying him on such ventures,
and though he might have been a little disappointed at not being asked, he said not a word.
Leaving his hol'Se in their charge, Wild crept
along the top of the cliff until he found the spot
where he could descend into the place below. He
found one that was not more than a hundred
yards away. Lying flat on his stomach, he
peered over the edge and took in what was to be
seen below.
The jagged points of rock and the cliffs, with
no vestige of anything like vegetation in view
save the patches of cactus scatte1·ed about be~ween the sapd hills, made the scene a rather
desolate one. But Young Wild West was not
looking for scenes just then( He was looking for
some signs of the bandits and a place where
they might have a headquarters. But look as he
migrif>-., he conld see no thing t hat would indicat e

llt

there was anything of the kind about. This did
not discourage him, however, for he was one of
the persistent sort, and he never gave up a hunt
until he was convinced that it was useless to
make any further search. He now began cautiously descending the cliff. The rocks ·and boulders of sandstone, or some very soft r-0ck, were
plentiful, so it was quite -e asy for him to conceal
his movements in going down. Once at the bottom, he took advantage of the sand hills and
moved along with all the caution he could command. · It happened that the boy was now very
near what might be called the rear end of the
cave, although he was not aware of it, of course.
He turA:l to the left and followed the jagged
cliffs for a few yards, and then he began climbing upward. The boy had not gone more than
twenty feet when he came to an opening, which
he had been unable to see from below. It was a
long, irregular split in the face of the cliff and
slanted downward. As he got his chin over the
edge of this, he looked down and saw that there
was a cave below.
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "I reckon I'm in luck.
I'll bet all I'm worth that I am looking right
into the cave where the Bandits of the Sand
Hills hold forth. Well, I'll mighty soon figh ~ out
·
,
•about it."
Then it was that the boy wfahed that he had
brought along his lariat. With that he could
have descended into the cave with the greatest
of ease. But be resolved not to go back to get
it until he made sure he could not get down
without it. Drawing himself up a little higher,
he managed to get a position so he could lean
over and look down into the cave. It was pretty
dark there, though there was enough light for
him to see some of the bare walls. Remaining,
where he was for a full minute, and listening
intently, he at length had tlre satisfaction of
hearing the faint sounds of voices.
Down he went, stepping softly and not making
a sound in his descent. In about five minutes
from the time he- had started on his downward
trip into the cave he reached the level below. He
now found that he was in a sort of wide passage,
and, satisfied that it would lead him into the
place where the villains were, he started, feeling
his way, for it was quite dark there. The boy
did not move very fast, for experience taught
him that it was always best to go slow in such
matt ers. He did not know exactly how many
villains he might have to contend with, and to
come upon them suddenly might mean death ·for
him, since the leader of the band had told him
that he wanted his life.
Stealthily he moved along, and as the voices
sounded plainer 1lnd plainer, he was certain that
there was an outlet close at hand. A minute
later he found that there was, and then lying
flat on the ground he looked upon the inmates of
t he cave in silent satisfaction. There were several men sitting in a group near the mouth of a
passage, and as light showed in this, Wild concluded that it was the regular entrance to the
cave. As the boy cast a glance about the underground place he saw several horses. But as he
looked a little further he was not surprised to
see the form of a girl sitting on the rocky floor
of the cave. It was the Cactus Queen. Wild
did not need any more than a single g!ance to,
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satisfy himself on this. The girl was bound hand
CHAPTER IX.-A Hot Pursuit.
and foot, and as Wild looked at her more closely
he discovered that she was gagged also.
It was certainly a critical moment for Young
"I don't know just how the galoots got h~, Wild West. But he never once· got the least bit
but they certainly have," he muttered, under h1s excited, and crouching in the niche, he waited U>
breath. "But I reckon they're not going to have see y.rhat the bandits we;re going-to do. Fortuher very long."
nately, there was room enough behind a thin
The villains were talking in low tones, and piece of rock for him to hide h1s whole body. But
wer e very earnest in what they were saying. it was not to hide that he wanted to do just then.
While the boy waited there one of them left the If he were to do that the villains would have the
cave. Wild had left his Winchester with his chance to come and get him. With his head out
partners and Arietta, but he had his trusty re- of the' opening and a r evolver in either hand covvolvers, and he knew quite well that if he made ering the villains, he exclaimed:
the attempt he would be able to wipe out the
"Come on, you cowardly galoots ! I'm hen•, so
whole lot of them in short order. So quick was you come and get me, if you want me."
he and so sure when he shot, that he could do it
Crack! One of the bandits fired just then and
al~ost before they were aware that anything a bullet struck the rock not more than an inch
was happening. But he did not want to do this. to the left of our hero's head, some of the piece,; ·
It would be better to save the girl without their hitting his face. The boy knew tlllit something
knowledge, if it could be done. Wild possessed had to be done, so without hesitating, he cova whol& lot of patience, and, thinking that there ered the man who fired the shot and pulled the
might be a chance for him to act before long, trigger. Crack! As the report rnng out there
he waited. In aL.::ut five mip.utes the man who was one less of the gang to contend with.
had left the ca ve came back.
"Keep it up!" he called ou t, in hi s cool and
"There ain't no one about the cave," he re- easy way. "Just as fast as you try to do wn me
torted, speaking loud enough for Wild to hear I will shoot, and every time I cfo s hoot so!lle one
the words plainly. "I reckon Young Wild West" will drop. You can bet all you ai-e wort h on
.
has gone right on, thinking that we was trying that, Hip Bender."
Leaving the boy in the niche, but kP<· pmg a
to get to some place in that direction.- He'll
sharp watch in that direction, t he six vdlia11s
never find us here, that's sure."
"Right yer are, . Bill," answered Hip Bender, gathered near the rvouth of the cave, and he,ld a
and as the villain spoke our hero could not help 1 consultation.
"There's one thing sartin," said Billy _Horner,
smiling.
·
Seeing that there were no signs of the vil- who seemed to be the coolest of the lot, "if
lain s leaving the cave, the boy decided to try to Young • Wild West has got here his pard s ain't
creep around and liberate the girl captive. He very far away. Hip, that means that we're in a
was not long in emerging from the opening, and mighty tight place, with the chances ag'in UR. De
then keeping close to the rocky wall _h e crept you know what I think is ther best thing ter do?''
"What is it, Billy?" asked ~ender eagerly, for
along until he came to the stack of weapons the
villain s had in the cave. But they were not the he could not think of a thing to do himself.
".L ight out of here," the knife-throw er anones they used, however, and they were all armed
and would not be long in opening fire on him · swered.
"Yes, but--"
should he be discovered. The girl sat on the
"There ain't no 'buts' about it. If we i<tay
g r ound close to a natural boulder of rock. Her
back was toward him, and this ha»dicapped him here we'll either be shot or took alive. I' m satsomewhat, since if he could be able to let her isfied that I kin sneak back there an' g it the
know of his presence it would be much easier to horses, an' not be seen by Young Wild West till
it's done. He's on one side of th.er cave a n'
effect the rescue.
horses is on ·the other. There's that chunk
After thinking a moment he decided to try and ther
of
rock
comes down in ther form of a big
att r a ct her attention. Picking up a pebble, he boulder, that
what ther gal is leani,n' ag'in, an' that's
threw it toward the - Cactus Queen. It rolled good enoug
ter hide me till I git to ther horses.
along and str uck her foot, and then it was that There ain'th no
use of tryin' to think of staying
she turned her face toward him. Wild raised -here
Th.er . quicker we gits away, ther
slightly and made a motion with his hand that betternow.
it's goin' ter be for us."
indicated that she must be careful. But it hap"What do you think about it, boys?" asked Hip
pened that one of the villains happened to see . Bender
to the rest.
.
'
the girl as she turned. around in a startled way,
"Let's get away," came the reply.
and a s he looked in that direction· he caught
"All right, then. Go ahead, Billy, an' get ther
sight of the daring boy, who had managed to horses."
·
get into the cave unknown to them for the pur"I'll get 'em all right;" was the reply. "When
pose of rescuing the captive.
mine comes along I'll be on his back, too; an'
The man uttered a sharp cry of wa-rning, and you can bet that I'm goin' ter light out through
in less than two minutes all hands were on their that passage like a streak of greased lightning.
feet. Wild knew he had made a failure o;f it, Let Young Wild West stay here an1 git ther
but he was resolved upon getting the best of the Cactus Queen, if he wants to. That's what he
bandits, in spite of it. He quickly dropped back come here for, more than anything else. If his
into the niche, and with a revolver in either pards an' that other gal are outside we'll have
hand, called out:
•
to run our chances, that's all."
"Come on, you sneakjng coyotes·! I reckon the
"They'll be mighty slim chances, I reckon,"
time has arrived for you to die I"
spoke up one of the villains, shaking his head.
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"\Yell, never mind about that," said Hip, rather harshly. "Don't git to gittin' squeamish about
it. I 1·eckon we kin make a dash for it, -an' be
shootin' at ther same time, can't we?"
"Oh, yes," replied the man who had his doubts
about it. "Blot they'll be shootin', too, maybe.
An' when they shoot; somethin' always drops, jest
as Young Wild West said a little while ago. I
suppose I'll be one of ther first to die. But I
don't care. A man can't die but once."
''Shut up talkin' like that!" cried the leader,
and this time Wild could hear what he said.
They had been talking in very low tones all
the while, but Hip was so angry he could not
help raising his voice. They all knew very well
that the young deadshot was watching every
move they· made, but when they saw the mass of
rock in almost the center of the big cave, they
concluded that it would no doubt hide Bill as he
went to get the horses. The saddles and bridles
were there, so Billy decided to hitch them all up,
so h's companions would not be delayed an installl. He knew very well that Young Wild West
would hardly dare to come out of the niche, even
if he heard the horses moving about.
If he did that, he would furnish a fine target
for Hip and the rest, and the result would be his
death, even though he dropped one or more of
them first. Billy worked away rapidly and soon
six of the horses were saddled and bridled. Then
he mounted his own horse and started the others
ahead of him toward the pa'Ssage that led outside. The horses went on a trot, for they were
evidently glad to get out of the dark place. As
fast as they came along the villains seized them
and led them outside. Then Billy rode out behind them. Wild saw them all going out, and
he could easily have dropped them all, if he had
desired. But as they were beating a retreat he
was not the one to do this. They had given up
the fight, for the time being, anyhow, and that
meant that he could rescue the Cactus Queen.
He listenecl, and as he heard the hoofbeats of
the horses gradually dying out he came to the
conclusion that the villains had all taken their
departure, and were not trying t o lay a trap for
him. Then he came out from the niche and
stepped boldly to the s;de of the captive girl.
Two or three strokes from his knife and she was
free. As soon as she had the use of her hands,
Cora Bond tore the gag from her mouth, and
then seizing Young Wild West's hand, she cried
out:
"Thank you! Oh, thank you!"
"You're welcome, I'm su1'e," retorted our hero.
"Don't say anything more about it. Now we've
got to get out of here, and I suppose we had better go by the way I came in. It would hardly
do for us to go out through the passage over
there, since the galoot;; might be waiting outside
for us. I hope my partne:rs and Arietta will see
them as they ride through the defile. If they
don't happen to, the galoots will have a chance
to get a good start. I reckon they have got
about enough of it around here."
The girl nodded. Wild cast a swift glance
a;oout the cave, and seeing the coil of rope lying
near at hand, he took possession of it, and then
con.ducted the girl to the crooked, dark passage
he had com~ through, and wa~ soon going upward to the opening aboYe. IIe knew that the

rope would facilitate a means in getting around
after they once got through the opening, and
that was why he had been thoughtful enough to
take it. But the Cactus Queen had roughed it
nearly all her life, and climbing up rocks was
nothing new to her. 'I'hey soon got to the opening, and when 'Wild quickly made the rope fast
to a jagged piece of rock and started downward,
holding on to it to steady himself.
"Come on," he said, "don't let go of the rope
once, for if you should happen to slip and not
have tight hold upon it you might get hurt."
"I'll nold fast," was the reply, and then she
followed him down with comparative ease.
In less than five minutes they had reached the
low gl'ound and were climbing up to join those
Wild had left ·waiting for him. This was not
such a task, and soon they came upon them. The
moment Wild saw that they were all there in
the same spot he knew very well that they had
not seen the bandits as they left the cav,t. But
it happened that there was a big wall of rock
between them in that part of the defile, so it was
impossible that they should see, or even hear, unless the sounds were pretty loud. Arietta was
delighted to see the Cactus Queen free, and as
she embraced her she exclaimed:
.
"Oh, I'm so g-Jad you got away from the villains. How did they manage to get you?';
"l\liy horse stumbled and threw me just as you
went around the sand hill after starting from
below there," was the reply. "Before I could get
upon hi m again, one of the villains got me and
pressed his hand over my mouth. I fought him
and tried to cry out, but it was of no Use, ar,d
soon two more of them came and helped him.
Then they got me inside a big cave. But Young
Wild West came and got me out all right. I'm
awful thankful for it, too. I don't know how I
shall ever repay him for his kindness."
"I told you not to mention anything more
about that," our hero spoke up. "You can believe me when I say that I am thoroughly enjoying this, and that is pay enough. But what
1 want to do now is to catch the bandits. Boys"
-and he turned to Charlie and Jim-"! reckon
"·e had better be after them without any delay."
As Ar:etta had the horse that belonged to the
Cactus Queen, there was nothing to hinder them
all from going. They mounted quickly, and then
Wild led the way around, so they might get
down to the sandy ground .below, and get hot
upon the trail of the bandits. But it took them
a little longer than might lie supposed, since
they h1.d to make quite a turn before they could
get fiown. When they did reach the Sand Hills
they were not long in getting upon the trail.
Then it was that they saw the six villains riding along o,•er a level stretch that was dotted
here and there with patches of cactus, about a
mile ahead.
"There they go!" exclaimed our hero. "Now
then, I reckon we have got a chase ahead of us.
I'm going to get the villains, if I have to leave
you all behind and do it alone. I lai'.lw Spitfh"'
can easily beat any of your horses, and that
means that he can overtake the galoots, if no
other horse can. Come on."
As they started off Wild happened to look off
to the left. Then he saw two men on horseback.
who seemerl to be trying to get out of the way
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go out and make a search of the spot where the
lone shanty had stood. They walked swiftly,
and in due time arrived at the mining camp.
Making inquiries at the tavern, they learned that
the old man was stopping at the camp of Young
Wild West. Then they found out that the y.rnng
deadshot and his partners were out searchii:g for
the bandits, and that tqe Cactus Queen and one
of the girls belonging to the party had gone with
him. They had all seen our friends, so they
knew very well that there could be no mru·e than
two girls and one of the Chinamen at the camp.
"Let's go over there an' see Pop," suggested
the one who acted as the leader, after they had
partaken of whisky rather copiously. "I reckon
we may as well fall in fer somethin', bo-ys. Somebody will git what gold there is there, so we may
as well be ther ones. It ain't likely that Pop
Bond will ever build another shanty thei"e." The suggestion was thought to be a good one,
so they set out for the camp of our friends. As
they approached it they were sm·prised to. see
Hop there. The clever China:qian had been then
over fifteen minutes, and he had made up his
mind to give the villains a warm reception .-:hould
they happen to show up there. He was not gTeatly surprised when he saw them coming, and as
he had told Anna and Eloise of what had happened at the ruins, they were ready for trouble,
too.
They had thei.r rifles close to them, and in
their belts were t'he revolvers they always carried. Pop Bond was dozing in front of the tents,
and so was Wing, the cook. But Hop was very
much awake. He sat smoking a big black cigar,
and when the si.'C rough-looking men approached
he gave a nod and said :
"Velly nicee morning, so be."
Ignoring him entirely, the leader of the gang
walked up to Pop Bond, and, taking him by the
arm, said:
"Come o;ver to thel' tavern an' have somethin'
ter drink. Yer look as though you're dry, Pop."
"Eh? What's that?" cried the old man, rousing up.
"Come on an' have somethin' ter drink, Pop,"
l'epeated the miner.
"He is not drinking any mol'e," spoke up Anna,
rising to her feet. "Let him alone. Don't tempt
him. He has decided to quit drinking, and you
shouldn't try t6 make him break his promise."
"He made a promise then, gal? ,vho to?"
"Young Wild West.",
"\Veil, I don't know as that makes any difference. He's old enough ter know what he wants,
without havin' a boy ter :interfere with him."
"Well, you let him alone, or maybe you'll be
sorry."
"Don't make no threats, gal. I'm a bad man,
an' I generally has my own way about thin ""S."
"You velly smartee Melican man," spoke" up
Hop, rising to his feet. "But you bettee let um
old man alone, so be. Young Wild West no likee,
and when he comee backee pletty soonee he .
makee veliy hottee for you, maybe, so be."
"I don't care no more about Young Wild West
than I do fer you, heathen."
The miner spoke in a way that showed he
CH.APTER X.-Hop Assists the Girls in Stop- meant to do as he wanted to in the matter. But
ping a "Little Game."
Pop Bond diJl not get up. The fact was that he
After the vigilantes left the mining camp the had made up his mind to stick to his promise to
al-.:: -tillains gathered in a bunch and decided to quit. He had given away to the f.eelin.11: onct

of the six villains. The band~ts saw them, toe,
as he could easily judge; for suddenly they turned and gave pursuit.
"They must have started out on their own hook
to hum the villains who robbed them," Jim Dart
rema:rked. "But it seems that after finding them
they haYe decided that it is better to flee than to
fight."
"I
~~'ell, that's rig:ht, Jim," Wild replied.
suppose their ex:perience of last night taught
them that they had a pretty tough lot of villains
to contend witl1, and the sight of them has caused them to change their mind. Let them ride
a,Yay from them. That's just what I want them
to do now, for the galoots will probably follow
them. Flip Bender is bound on getting revenge
on some one, and maybe he'll forget all about us
for a little while and try hard to get them. I
don't believe they have seen us yet, so it will be
better for us to keep behind these sand hills all
we can and ride along in the direction they are
/
likely to go.
Of course they all agl'eed with what he said,
so .instead of riding out in ~he open and giving
pursuit they turned off to the left and ke~t the
sand hills and rocks between them and the bandits. As they go~ nearer to the two tenderfeet,
who were riding hard, and no doubt much frightened at the prospect of being overtaken by the
villains, they could see them much better.
"iVhat a handsome young fellow one of them
is," said the Cactus Queen suddenly.
"You mean the younger of the two, I suppose,"
Arietta replied.
"Yes, he is the one."
"His name is Moore," spoke up "7fld, who overheard the conversation. "I reckon he's a mighty
good sort of a fellow, too. But he is not used to
this pa.rt of the country, and that's probably_the
reason he is trying to get away from the bandits.
If he stays out here a few months he will act
differently, perhaps, for I don't think he is what
you can call a coward. Neither of them are
cowards, for that matter. They are simply not
used to the sort of life that is led out here, that's
all."
The horses the tenderfeet were riding were
not nearly as good as those the bandits possessed, and the result was that they were being
gained upon rapidly. Wild could see just about
w here the villains would overtake them, if they
kept up the hot pace they were going at. The
, two young men, not knowing the difference between powdery sand and hard ground, had worked off into a place that was very hard traveling,
fadeed. Their horses~went down nearly to their
fetlocks in the powdery sand, and this impeded
their progress.
On the other hand, the pursuers were keeping
slightly to the right of them, where the ground
was harde,. Then again, the tenderfeet were
:riding straight toward a huge bed of prickly cactus.. That was the spot Wild :figured on as the
one where they would be caught, for he knew
that the moment their horses got among the
prfokly stuff there was going to be trouble.
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since our hero left him at the camp, and since
that his resolve to stick was deeper than ever.
Another of the ruffians now stepped up. H.e
took hold of the old man's hand and lifted him
to his feet. Just then Anna drew a revolver and
covered him.
'·Let go that man, or I'll shoot you dead!" she
•
exclaimed.
· The miner obeyed instantly. Pop sat down
again, trembling like a leaf. He was weak and
nervous, and it was possible that he was afraid
of the men. Eloise now presented the muzzle of
her rifle toward the men.
"Leave the camp!" she said.
The six villains immediately d1·ew back a little and stood in a bunch. Hop thought it about
time 1'e did something, so he quietly drew a big
cracker from under his c.o at, and lighting the fuse
from the end of his cigar, he tossed it at their
feet. It was a very quick fuse, for the moment
the cracker hit the ground it exploded with a
report that was almost as loud as that of a field
piece. The men scattered and ran in almost
every direction. TJ:,..71, to help matters along,
Hop p11Jed out his big old-fashioned six-shooter
and began firing at them. There were no bullets in the weapon. but at each shot a streak of
colored fire came from the muzzle. The result
was all that could be desired, for the six miners
turned and ran as though for their lives.
CHAPTER XL-Conclusion.
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE CACTUS QUEEN
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his partners had got there much quicker than
either Cora or Arietta had thought they would.
Hip Bender was the only one on horseback, and
when he turned and saw the three dashing toward
him he uttered a shout of defiance and struck his
horse with the whip he held in his hand. Crack!
It was the Cactus Q·ueen who fired. The villain
reeled and fell from his horse, but the animal did
not stop. Crack! This time it was Arietta who
fired. She dropped the horse. The other five
which way to go, and before
villains knew r
they could thimc of a plan of action Wild and
his partners had them covered.
They were very glad to surrender, and ten
minute_s later they we1·e tied upon the backs of
their horses, and our friends we;re ready to take
them to the mining camp. Meanwhile, it was
the Cactus Queen who had severed the bonds of
the tenderfoot, and the young man was so grateful to her for having saved him from cons tderable torture that he could not stop thanking her.
As they started to ride back, taking the prisoners with them, it was noticed that the two,
Cora and Moore, kept very close together.
O-qr hero was more than satisfied with the way
things had turned out. He had found the bandits, and had taken five of them alive. On the
way to the mining camp he questioned the prisoners, and one of them admitted that it was they
who had set fire to the lone shanty, and stolen the
goid and money that was there. He even told
where the bags of gold were hidden in the cave.
As they rode into the camp they found Hop and
a crowd of the miners dancing and shouting in
front of the tavern.
The vigilants had -not yet returned from their
search, but the moment the miners saw the pris. oners shouts went up.
About an hour later the vigilants returned tCJ..
the camp, disgusted at not having been able t0
find the bandits . . But when they found that they
had been discovered by Young Wild W~st, and
that four of them had been shot and the remainder of the band were prisoners, their delight
knew no bounds. The result was that a trial was
quickly held and the prisoner_s were condemn ·. d .
to be hanged. That the sentence was carried out
goes without saying, and th.at wound up the Bandits of the Sand Hills.
That afternoon our friends rode back t,-i the
cave among the Sand Hills, taking with them
half a dozen of the vigilants. The bags of P''lld
dust that had been stolen from the shanty we:-e
l'Ercovered, as was the money that had been st -, u
from various persons during the time the bandits
worked along the trail. The two tenderfoots gJt
back their money, as did Cora Bond.
Our frien·ds remained at RA.cl "Rock for three o:r
four days, and when they left they had the satisfaction of knowing that Pop Bond was sticking to
his determination to drink no more, and that he
had engaged Moore and Johnson to work his
mine for him.
As there is nothing more to tell in this story,
W'e will bring it to a close, only to resume ,vith
further adventures of Young .Wild West and his
friends in the next issue of Wild West Weekly.

.On went the two young men straight for the
cactus. Our friends were now about a mile fr om
them. As the two finally struck the cactus the
horse of one of them reared and threw its rider,
while the other, seeing its danger, swung out
from the prickly growth and got among the sand
hills. The bandits paid no attention to him, and
·pushing forward at a mad gallop they quickly
reached the scene. ·
'Boys, I reckon we have got to get there pretty
quick," Wild exclaimed.
Leading the way, our hero soon shot ahead of
the rest. The Cactus Queen rai;iidly fell behi]).d.
As she realized thi s she aecided to take a short
cut, which our friends had not noticed. Straight
for the sand hill she rode, and not until she had
gone a couple of hundred feet did Arietta notice
her. Then she turned and followed. As the
Cactus Queen reached the sand hill and swung
around to the left of it, she came upon a startling scene. The bandits had caught the young
man who had been thrown from his horse and
had bound him securely. They did not see the
girl, and, quickly dismounting, she drew her revolver and rushed upon the scene.
Just then a rope was tied about the neck of
the horse that Hip Bender was riding, and when
the girl saw that the other end was fastened to
the helpless tenderfoot a cry of dismay came
frori1 her lips. But she quickly recovered herself
and darted forward, just as Arietta dismounted
at the side of the sand hill.
"Hold!" cried the· Cactus Queen, as the leader
of the bandits started to drag the prisoner '
th.rough a growth of prickly cactus.
The next issue will contain "YOUNG WTT n
At the same moment the clatter of hoofs was
heard, and Young Wild 'i\' es:t and J,i s partners ,vF,J-1T 11\T DEATH CANYON; C'R, ARIETTA
appeared on the scene. Young W' 1 d W~,;t a~d AND THE i\IAD MINER."
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CURRENT NEWS
WOODPECK ER A TREE-SURG EON
Although the eagle has the emblematic place of
honor in the United States, the downy woodpecker is distinguished as the most useful bird
citizen, says Enos A. Mills in "The Spell of the
Rockies." Of the 803 kinds of birds in North
America his services are most helpful to man.
He destroys destructive forest insects. Long ago
nature selected the ·woodpecker to be the chief
caretaker, the physician and surgeon of the tree
world. This is a stupendous task. Forests a1·e
extensive and are formed of hundreds of species
of trees. The American woodpeckers have the
supervision of uncounted acres that are forested
with moTe than 600 kinds of trees.
With the exception of the California big tree
each species is preyed upon by scores, and many
species by hundreds, of injurious and deadly insects. Five hundred kinds of insects are known
to prey upon the oak, and a complete count may
show a thousand kinds. Many of these insects
multiply with amazing rapidity and at all times
countless numbers of these aggressive pests form
warrior armies with which the woodpecker must
constantly contend.
ALASKA ESKIMOS EAT NO MORE RAW
. MEAT
Alaska Eskimos have changed greatly in the
last 25 years, since the white man interested in
their welfare came among them, according to
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Bishop Peter T. Rowe, Episcopal bishop of Alaska, who has been an eye-witness of their develop,
ment.
"When first I visited the Eskimos of Alaka
they ate their meat raw and seemed to have little object in life beyong eating," Bishop Rowe
said.
"To-day they are cooking their food, they are
beginning to use stoves, their igloos are much
bigger and cleaner, the children that have g1·own
up in the meantime are bigger and brighter, and
their interests ai-e much larger."
The Eskimos did what they could ttJ help
America in the war by sending. down feathers
for pillows, Bishop Dowe reported. "They killed
ducks, geese and swans," he. said, "and collected
a considerable amount of feathers. A number
of young men came to me to say that if the
United States needed them to fight they were
ready to go."
Educational work among the Esquimos is conducted by the United States Bureau of Education and the Episcopal Church. One young Esquimo is now teaching. Another developed such
skill in wood carving, Bishop Rowe reported, that
he was offered a fine position in New York by a
firm that saw specimens of his work .
The Esquimos are developing a sturdy character, he added. When warned against having
anything to do with the bootlegger, he said, they
steadily leave him alone.
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The most puzzling and baffling mysteries in this world can be found in the issue of
"Mystery Magazine" out to-day on all newsstands . The big feature story contains a
detective mystery, and the shorter stories deal with mysteries that arouse interest froJJ)
start to finish.
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Six Silver Stars
-OR-

THE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF
YUCATAN
By DICK ELLISON

- ·--

(A Serial Story.)
CHAPTER XXIV.
Conclusion.

"It will surprise you, perhaps. It is to be a
chemist. I have always taken the greatest interest in chemistry. It began by me working for a
chemist in Thomaston, Maine, which I did for a
year, a part of each day. He was a crusty old
fellow and taught me as little as possible, but
I read his books on the sly and learned. enough
to know that if a man is really going to be a
great che1'list he must learn his business outside
of America. He learned his part in Paris and
there is where I mean to go."
"I want to be a sea captain," said Oliver. "I
think I shall buy a share in some coasting
schooner."
"I wouldn't then," replied Al. "Schooners are
almost out of date and will be entirely so before
you have time to think. If I was you-say, Oliver! Look up there! Don't ·you see I By gracious, there's going to be tl'Ouble, surest. thing!"
And Al pointed up at the ruined building on
the pyramid excitedly.
What was it that he had seen?
Oliver's eyes followed the direc:tion of Al's
pointing finger.
"I see nothing," he said.
The moon was shining brightly upon the old
ruin, casting _long shadows.
Al saw nothing now, and he began to wonder
if after all these same shadows had deceived him.
"I thought I saw an Indian· look out of one of
those doorways," he said.
"Do you see him now?"
"No, I don't. All the same I think we ought
to tell Tony. So far as I know, none of our party
have ipounted the steps."
"I'm sure none have. But can we make him
understand?"
"I think so. Tony! Oh, Tony!"
Al pointed at the pyramid as he called.
Tony came to him immediately.
"Hamb1·e-ma:n.," cried Al, pointing.
Tony clutched the rifle which he carried and
muttered sotnethi,Jtg in Spanish, keeping his eyes
fixed on the-- ruin.
''There he is again!" cried Al.
They all saw him now. A naked Indian stood
in the doorway with his eyes fixed in their direction.~
Col. Heffud heard Al's cry, and springing ou•
of his hammock joined them, but Tony ran like a
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deer to the opposite side of the camp and plunged
into the forest.
Meanwhile the man had once more pulled in
<1ut of sight.
"What is it, Al?" asked the Colonel, q1;1ietly.
"An Indian up there in the ruin, sir. \Ve all
saw him distinctly.''
"Did you, then? Any of our people?"
"I am sure he is not."
"Then we may as well get our rifles, boys, for
there is probably going to be a fight."
"Ha I Here comes Sam and his son."
The two Indians came hurrying out of the forest with Tony at their heels.
Sam had shed his leopard skin a'nd feathen
and was dressed in a thin white suit.
"Which is the door, Al?" he asked.
"The middle one," replied Al. "He is gone
now."
"Yes, but he'll come again."
"You think it is serious?"
"I am sure of it. I fully expected a11 attack.
That is why I halted here; for here, of all other
places, I am best prepared to meet him."
"Who do you think it is, then? 'vVho is a,t the
bottom of it?"
"My cousin. The Indian who went with us into
the treasure house. If I was to speak his name
it would be meaningless to you."
He spoke rapidly to Harry in the Indian language a,nd the boy went away and was seen fumbling among certain baggage belonging to Sam.
They watched, but the man did not reappear.
Harry returned carrying a small square paper
parcel. He stood quietly by holding this.
Suddenly Sam uttered a peculiar cry.
Instantly every Indian was on his feet and
many of them were apparently asleep.
They came running up and Sam addressed
them briefly.
"Don't 'we want to arm them?" asked the Colonel. "You have several rifles."
"No," replied Sam. "I'll at~md to it all. Hal
Here they come!"
Suddenly Indians began flocking out of every
door.
There were a great many of them, more than
could be easily counted, and all were armed with
bows and arrows.
"Look here!" cried the Colonel. "\Ve must
make a move. We can't stand here to be slaughtered."
"Can't you trust me?" demanded Sam. "I'll
fix them. Watch!"
He took the parcel from Harry and started up
the pyramid on the run.
The Indians meanwhile had crossed the platform and were swarming down the steps uttering
loud c1·ies.
Suddenly they stopped and drew their bows.
Arrows came whirling about Sam by the
·
dozens, but still he ran.
"The man is mad!" cried the Colonel.
He had scarcely spoken when Sam sent the
package whirling towards the Indians.
It struck upon the steps right in their midst.
Instantly there was a iearf~l explosion.
"Dynamite!" cried Al.
(To be continued.)
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FROM ALL POINTS
NEW SILVER DOLLAR
The new silver dollar of the 1921 design-the
Peace Dollar-was ready for distribution Jan.
3. Coinage of the new dollar is being rushed, the
Philadelphia Mint officials said, and the first dollar of the new series struck off was presented
to President Harding.
The new dollar has the head of Liberty on one
side and on the other a dove upon a Jt!OUntaintop,
clutching an olive branch, struck by the rays of
the sun with the word "Peace" beneat h it. This
i s the fi~·st change in the design of the dollar since
1878, off cials said, and will rema in as t he design
of the dollar for twenty-five years, unless changed
by legislation.
About 500,000 of the new dollars probably will
be coined with the date of 1921, and after that
the dollar will carry the date 1922.
DOG ANSWERS TELEPHONE
Charles Cole, a farmer living near Mountain
Home Ark., calls his dog home over the telephone' when he wants to go hunting, if the dog
happens to be around town.
For the last monih the canine has acquired
the loafing habit, l1anging around the telephone
exchange. The other day Cole called up and
asked if his dog was there, and a sked the operator to send him home if he was. She tried to
drive the dog away, but he would not leave.
Finally she coaxed him to the board ar,d held the
receiver to his ear while his master whistled a.nd
called to him.
Barking loudly, the dog leaped from the chair
and bounded away. In about fifteen minutes Cole
called up and told the operator the dog had
reached home. Now when Cole wants his dog
all he has to do is to call the operator; she gets
the dog to the phone, his master calls and away
he goes.
ARTIFICIAL FISH NESTS
The Government Fisheries Bureau has discovered that black bass culture is greatly aided by
artificial construction of nests. The male small
mouthed bass builds his nest by sweeping the
stones of a lake bottom bare of sand in a threefoot circle. Using his nose and tail alternately,
he makes a saucer shaped nest ready for the eggs
of his mate. But he will readily use a nest that
is prepared for him, and so the men of the fisheries expedite his home building.
For the la1·ge mouthed bass nests are made of
moss, embedded in concrete, as this species prefers a fibrous bed for its eggs. Ponds with basins
six feet deep in the center and with shallower
water elsewhere · are so prepared. Wild fish,
caught by hook, are put in to mate here, to the
great increase of reproduction. Proper assortinent of the fish and the prevention of crowding
accomplish wonderful results.
SOUTH SEA EXILE FOUND
Shipwrecked and a resident for twenty years on
one of the Caroline Islands, has been the ex-

perience of an American, James Howard, sole
sttrvivor of the American bark Horatio, which
went on the shoals of Kusai Island in 1901. The
news of Howard's condition was brought here
recently by Dr. William H. Hobbs of the UniveTSity of Michigan, who ha s been engaged in
seismic research work in the Caroline group.
Dr. Hobbs said Howard was cared for by the
natives and finally became agent at Panope for
a German trading concern, which place he held
until the Japanese took over the islancls under the
mandate from the League of Nations.
A year and a ha1f ago a stroke of p '.lralysis
made Howard almost helpless and unable to work.
Since that time he has been taken can~ of by
Chief N:ctmpei of Roukiti, who has given him
food, clothing and medicine.
"Chief Nampei_ has American blood in him,
speaks English well and is a man of sterling integ:rity," said Dr. Hobbs. Howard's case was
laid by Dr. Hobbs before the Actin<:· Governo1·,
Cha1·lcs E. Yeater of the Philippines. ,,·ho has
suggested to the vVar Depar tment tlrnt the Japa nese be asked to furni , h t 1 ·ansport11.tfrm from
Panope to Yokohama for Howarrl, so that he may
take p'tssnge on an army transport and finall~
reach his home in Utica, Ohio.
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The Romance Of Island Cave
By

ALEXANDER

ARMSTRONG

"They're keepin' an eye on that gal of Beeny's
-he hung 'round her considerable, you know."
"Laura Beenyl"
With a start and flash of amroyance Mark
Gretna turned suddenly upon the speaker, a
rough, good-hearted, 1·etired sea captain well
known on that portion of the Maine coast.
"Oh, 'tain't nuthin' ag'inst the gal, of course.
She couldn't have knowed he was goin' to turn
rascal an' run off with the bank's money."
Mark Gretna was silent, but a gloomy frown
had settled upon his usually open face. Well indeed he had known how many times and oft Harold Cone, the Grand Cove bank defaulter, had
"hung 'round" pretty Laura Beeny-knew it to
his own chagrin and misery. Loving the girl himself in secret, it had been hard to see so fascinating a rival as Harold Cone in a position to woo
and win the affections of the girl his own heart
coveted. But to hear her name not\, coupled with
that of a man whose crime had forever branded
him in the sight of honorable men was still more
galling. Up to the present Mark's position in
Grand Cove had been a somewhat insignificant
one. His father was the poorest clergyman in
the place, and the young man's outlook professiona1ly and financially was very prec{lrious.
_Altl:-!rngh Laura Beeny did not move on an imposing so~id: plane in Grand Cove, J1er father
being a retired sea captain like the old tar by
his side, yet she ,vas beautiful and winning; and
although her father possesRed but slender means,
yet no man in the township was more highly respected than Captain Beeny.
Jack Hallon, listening to the captain's comments, understood better than he that frown
which now darkened the brow of his friend, Mark
Gretna. The two young men had become acquainted a few months previous, while Jack was
on a fishing expedition to the coast. Possessing
decided similarity of taste and disposition, it was
perhaps nowise remarkable that they should have
become fr'1ends, although Jack, the son of a New
York money m;ignate, was in a position of comparative independence. Knowing of Mark's longing for a chance to spread his confined pinions,
Jack had already taken steps for his friend's advancement, and had. secu red him the promise of
a position in a New York house.
As the old sailor now spoke he asked the questions he knew were burning for utterance within
his comrade's breast.
"You mean Miss Beeny is hounded bx detec,.
tives ?" he exclaimed. "What a burning shame!
Is that a fact, captain?"
"I ain't by no means sure," said Captain
Ricker. "But it's blowed about that there's been
an officer sent to guard the Beeny homestead.
Beeny has l~n lashing himself into a fury over
the report, and his darter won't show her head
out. of the doors, it's the story. Of course it looks
curious-as if the gal was suspected of holdin'
some sort of communication with Cone."
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Mark Gretna grew pale.
Upon perceiving the approach of a storm, the
young men nodded good-by to Captain Ricker
and hegan to wend their way homeward.
Darkness grew upon them-for night was approaching--and rain began to fall. As they
crossed a prominent point overlooking the inlet,
they observed a man standing just behind a projecting rock, and apparently gazing through a
glass at some object out upon the waters. Notwithstanding the storm he continued this occupation with intense absorption. The young men
approached and, accosting the stranger, inquired
the object of his marked interest.
"There is some person out in a boat, I cannot
discover whether it is a man or woman, and the
sto1·m is giving them some trouble-try the glass
and see what your eyes wiil reveal," remarked
the man, giving Mark the pilot glass.
"The boat seems to be out of the person's con~
trol-it is wheeling around as though the occupant had lost one of the oars-I cl?nnot be sure,
but I think it is a woman."
"Let us get our boat · and go to her rescue,"
said Mark.
"I'm your man," said Jack. "Four oars are
better than two against time."
The two friends set out at once over the swelling waters of the bay. The rain now fell heavily, and the heavens were growing blacker every
moment. Between the darkness and rain they
several times lost sight of the tossing craft, and
at last it mysteriously disappeared altogether.
They then made for a landing near Island
Cave, and presently overtook the stranger they
had but just parted with.
"Our best course will be to climb the height
to the cave. There is an opening there where we
may gain a broad view of the bay. If the boat
has not sunk, we may yet discover her in the
waning light as the storm clears."
They made their way to the bed of Limestone
rock and quicklv ascended the rugged interior of
Island Cave. There, shelt'!red from the pouring
rain, they could obtain a view of the coast for a
wide 1·ange.
The storm had spent its force, and breaking
clouds were revealing a cleal· twilight. As the
light gradually increased Mark discerned the object of their search adrift, yet near shore, where
the high ledges of rock had hidden her from their
sight. The person in the boat was a woman, but
the distance was too great for !,fork to discover
her identity. He was '.filled' with a vague, halfacknowledged fear; ancl this alarm was not lessoned when he saw another boat push out from
a landing above and ride rapidly toward the helpless craft.
The fan pulled hard and at last gained on the
illusive object .of his pmsuit. · Mark witnessed
the transfer of the hapless woman to her rescuer's
boat. They saw the man was heading toward a
remote point about Island Cave. He would pass
their outlook presently, and if the light had not
altogether merged into dusk they might be recognizable.
As they drew near Mark peered eagerly from
the opening, then he turned white as death. He
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Ewayed as though about to faint, and murmured:
"Let me out of this, boys!"
Regardless of their eager questioning, he
dashed past his companions down from their retreat to where they had left the boat. They
qµickly followed and sprang after him! They
pulled hard in pursuit of the boat Mark pointed
out to them, although his reply to their excited
inquiries elicited only the word, "Wait!"
The couple they were following made a landing
and hastened to gain the shelter of the rocks.
It was a point rarely visited, and very remote
from the town. Unaware of the approach of the
party, the couple were taken completely by surpl'ise.
Mark Gretna advanced toward the girl-for
girl she was, and a beautiful one, notwithstanding her disheleved and drenched condition-and
seizing her by the wrists, bent a look upon her
face that brought a flash of shame and indignation into her eyes.
"Laura Beeny, are you lost indeed to all sense
of honor that you make trysts with a felon? Have
you forgotten you have a father whose good name
ypu should guard?"
But even as he spoke, the stranger who had
accompanied them laid his hand upon her companion's shoulder, saying as he did so:
"I am empowered to arrest you, Harold Cone,
for the robbery of - - Bank. You are my prisoner."
"I may be your prisoner, but I deny that '"'I am
a robber," replied the young man sturdily, -although a terrible pallor had overspread his haggard face. "Hear my story:
"All the employees had left the bank building
one evening except ,myself. As I made ready to
depart, a man entered unobserved by me until
I saw a masked face above my own, and felt the
grip ·of his fingers upon my throat. I stl11ggled
fiercely for a few seconds, but he had surprised
me and besides, he ;was a powerful man, and he
pr~sently knocked me senseless with a well directed blow from his fist. I knew I was losing
consciousness-I remember how everything grnw
black about me; then I knew 'ho more. How the
money was taken I could not say. But when I recovered he was gone. In the midst of the struggle I had noticed something fly from his watch
guard. My eye fell upon it now, glittering on
the floor. I picked it up, and have prese1·ved it.
I had suspected who my assailant was, and I
resolved the trinket should serve as a clue to
his arrest and my own deliverance. The man I
suspected was an admirer of Miss Beeny-in fact,
he was fiercely jealous of me and the position I
occupied. He was not an over-honorable fellow,
and he did some speculating out West. The
trinket was a flat, old-fashioned seal, rimmed with
heavy gold, that I fancied I had seen him wear.
I made a confidant of Miss Beeny, who I knew
would befriend me. But to do this I had to see
her secretly."
There was no more to be said, and Harold
Cone was obliged to submit to arrest, and officers
were sent for the capture of the man suspected,
known in town as Sam Learned.
When they had left the rocks, another shower
o,e1·took them.
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After the rain was over Mark hastened to tl1e
shore to make ready the boat which had been
used by Harold Cone. He suceeeded in getti;i:
the water out of it, and retur11ed to the cabm.
To his astonishment and alarm, he fou11d i&
empty.
He hallooed, ran in every direction calling her
name. At last, in wild despair, he entered. th&
boat and pulled for Grand Cove.
Arriving there he hunted up the officer wht
had anested Cone. He 'beg·an to mistrust th~
tale he had related had oeen prepaTed beforehand in order to facilitate his escape, by gettint
the officer off guard.
As he hastened up the main street of the town,.
some one touched his arm.
It was Jack Hallon.
"Where is Miss Beeny?" he e.xclaimed.
Mark rapidly explained her recent mysterious
disappearance from the cabin.
·
"And that commercial fellow cannot be foun<i,
either. Disappeared this afternoon from the hotel, anrl left no baggage."
"And Cone?"
"Oh, he's safe enough. Sony for Coue; believe he told the truth."
Lau1·a's great anxiety to reach home and acquaint her father of her safety had causeJ Mark
to hasten from her side to prepare for their return.
After he left the cabin she sat waiting impatiently his coming, when she head a noise at
the door latch. Supposing it to be Mark, she felt
no alarm. But when, the next moment, her eyet
fell upon, the form of Sam Learned she uttel"ed
a wild cry of alarm.
But the cry was instantly stilled, for a rougi
hand was laid over her mouth.
Out in the darkness of the night she felt herself borne whither she could not tell. At last ha
began the ascent of the rocks overlooking the bar.
She knew now to what he was conveying he1'his intention was death. But a few minutes ant
those pale waves would have closed over her. Ah!
what was this? A sudden jar, a heavy fall,
a groan! The arms of her abductor slackened-.
she felt herself roll from their grasp, fallinr
through space, heard a heavy splash in the wate1~
far below her, knew her head had struck against
a projecting rock, then knew no more.
Silence broken at last by voices of men; dark~
ness cleft by the golden gleams from his lanterns, till at last, after long search, the flash <:I.
one of them illumined the pale, inanimate face ct.
the girl they sought.
"Sile still lives!" gasped Mark ·Gretna, and the,
bore her home.
And to-day Laura Beeny still lives, but not u~der such name is she now known; for she is ho•
ored as the wife of Mark Gretna, no longer an
unimportant factor in the business world.
The body of Sam Learned was never recovere:I
from the waters into which a fatal misstep had
plunged him.
Among Learned's effects were found a men.oranda which proved conclusively that he was th,
person who robbed the bank and that Harold Cone
was innocent.
He was acquitted and reinstated in his positi~
in - - Bank.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
CHECKER CHAMPIONSHIP CONTEST
Play began in Glasgow, Scotland, between
Newell W. Banks of Detroit, Mich., and Robert
Stewart of Glasgow for the world's checker championship. Three games. were played, all resulting
in draws. The match w ill consist of forty games
in all. The checker match between Banks and
gtewart had been hanging :ti't e for five years, ever
since Banks defeated Alfred Jordon, English
champion. Stewart at that time contested the
tttle, but refused to leave Scotland to defend his
cl'aim.
FLASHLESS GUNPOWDER
Flashless gunpowder is 011e of the recent developments of the United States Ordnance Department.
Smokeless powder took away the telltale smoke
and ever since ordnance experts have been working to get a flashless, smokeless powder. The
success of their experiments, says Popular
S cience, is indicated by the report that guns as
large as five inches have been 'fired at night with
so little glow that observers standing twenty
yards away could hardly notice it. It is said that
sodium and potassium chloride are two of the
chemical substances introduced into the powder
to eliminate the flash .
"HOME

BREWED" GOLD DECRIED BY
EXPERTS
The recent revival of interest in alchemy and published suggestions that artificial gold might
become so abundant that the natural metal would
lose its value as a basis for cunency brought
from the United States Geological Survey recently a statement that no occasion exists for
chemists to hope fur or economists to fear laboratory production of the precious metal.
"No one has yet succeeded," the statement said,
"in making gold or in obtaining it from any other
chemical element. The feat cannot be safely
called impossible, but it is fairly certain that if
any chemist should succeed in transforming into
Jl01d some substance that has hitherto beer, re-
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garded as a simple element the process would
be so difficult and costly as to make the gold far
more expensive than the natural metal."
TRADE-MARK "l'.1UTT AND JEFF"
The Supreme Court of the United State!i has
1·endered a final adjudication of the trade-mark
rights in the title "Mutt and Jeff," as indicating
the humorous cartoons originated by H. C.
Fisher, and widely exploited and syndicated
throughout the count1·y in various newspapers.
An effect of the decision· is that the proprietaTy
right to "Mutt and Jeff" as characters is possessed by Fisher, the originator, and that decisions to that effect in the New York State Courts
are binding. The Supreme Court awarded to
Fisher the exclusive right to the reproduction of
the characters which he originated, and adjudged
the i-eproduction of these characters by others in
effect to constitute unfi;tir competition. The Court
refused to entertain the contention of the defendant that Fisher could only copyright particular. postures or statements descriptive of their
exploits, or that the two characters as he had devised them had become -public property.

---·......

••

LAUGHS
Kfficker-Has he got wheels in his head?
Bocker-Yes, and an extra tire.
"Tommy, if you'll saw some wood I'll tell you
what I'll do." "vVhat's that, dad?" "I'll let you
have the sawdust to play circus with.".
Jack-Uncle John, do you believe in dr eams ?
Uncle John-Why? "I dreamed last night :,,-ou
lent me a hundred." "Keep it, my boy; k~ep it."
Son-Pa, is a diplomat a man who knows how
to hold his tongue ·? Father-No, my boy. A diplomat is a man wlro knows how to hold his job.
"Marie, after we are married, what course
shall you pursue to retain my love?" "Oh, Harry, I shall spend an awful lot of money on fine
clothes and look just as pretty as I can."
Knicker-New Jersey objects to her Govemor
spending so much time outside of the State.
Bocker-Why doesn't she elect one from another
State· and then he would stay in Jersey. ·
"Don't cut me, now!" "Don't you worry mist~r ! Every time I cut a customer I pay him a
dime. Why, one gentleman went out of here this
morning, when I was kind o' nervous, 80 cents to
the good!"
A landlord received a letter last spring from
one of his tenants, which read: "Dear SirPlease send some one to fix our bath tub. It
leal~s, ,,and it is nearly time to begin using it
again.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
HORSE AND DOG GET DRUKK.
A big bay horse and a little yellow dog woke

up to ··the morning after" in \Vhite Plains, N.
Y. If animals could talk, some one ·would have
heard:
''Oh, what a headache I"
Sheriff Werner, of Westche:;ter County, didn't
know the drain was clogged when he dumped $1,000 worth of seized wines, whisky and plain
"hooch" into the courthouse yard December 31.
It made a pool a foot deep into which walked the
horse, pulli11g, and the dog following, a city refuse
wagon. Both paused and drank deeply.
Then began strange antics by both. Finally
the horse and the dog, like the lion and lamb, Jay
down together. Asbells rang out the old year
both had arisen, but were still staggering.
FARMERS' PESTS
Rodents in New England, chiefly meadow and
pine mice, haYe begun their fruit tree ¥Ork early
this year, according to an investigation now being conducted by the Biological Survey, United
States Department of Agriculture, and are levying a heavy toll upon the oreha1·ds of that section. More than $1,000,000 worth of fruit trees,
it is estimated, were destroyed in New England
alone by field mice during the winter of 1919-20,
while the damage this winter may not measure
up to that record, apparently it promises to be
heavy.
A representative of the department has been
, making an extended trip throughout the section.
In Maine, for instai.ce, it has been found that
next to severe winter weather mice have inflicted
more damage tQ orchards than any other agency.
It is estimated that 112,500 young trees were
killed by mice in 1911. In New Hampspire mice
have given the apple industry a severe set-back
during the pa,;t decade. In Massachusetts orchardists reported los;,es two years ago from mice
totaling $125,000. In one Connecticut orchard of
more than 350 acres damage by rodents during
the winter of 19-20 is conservatively placed at
$10,000.
----·

divided into three clas~es: 11eat foods, vegetable foods and cereals. In mixing his baits the
poisoner selects a food from each of the three
classes, and combines it with barium carbonate
in the proportion of one part l)Oison to four of
food. Then he places a teaspoonful of each variety on a strip of paper or bit of board so that
the 1·ut, b·aveling along his runway, finds a threecourse meal all laid out for him. Usually one
of the three baits aµ1,eals to him, and the rat
population is reduced by one.
Poisoned baits should be watched carefully, and
uneaten baits replaced by others of tne same
class on the following evening. In this way a
wide selection of foods may be used without departing from the ba~ic combination. All baits
must be kept fresh and tempting if the process
of extermination is carried to completion. The
common practice of smearing a dab of poison on
a bit of stale bl'cad, which is then placed in some
out of the way t'0rnel' and neglected, will not
produce satisfactory result,.

BIG GAME IN ~LA..INE rrIOST PLENTIFUL
Timber cruisers lately returned from Washington county, which is Maine's furthest east, say
that, no matte,: how hard the times may be, there
is no need of any man starving down there if he
can shoot fairly stl'aight, for never since the
landing of Sieur de Mont, centuries before there
was a Maine Legiolature to pass protective laws,
was big game and small game more plentiful
than now.
No one may shoot a moose now, a close time
having been established on that game .to give it
a chance to recover from the slaughter of years
past, but the woods of Eastern ~aine are repo1·ted to be fairly alive with young bulls, which
are as cocky and independent as so many bull
terriers. The moose seem to know that it's
against the ,;tatutes to shoot at them. Deer, of
which any man who can do it is welcome to shoot
two, are multitudinous, frisky and fat. Partr¾Jges
never were more plentiful, and warm, dry spring
having enabled the broods to mature as seldom
happens--100 per cent.
CATERING TO RATS.
But it is the bars that are the most prominent
The importance of catering to the likes and and independent citizens of the eastern wilds.
dislikes of American rats is outlined in a bulletin They are there in legion, and their impudence far
of the Biological Survey of the United States surpasses that of the bull moose. This year in
Department of Agriculture, whose specialists are Washington county, according to serious-minded
engaged in a rat-control campaign in this coun- men ju.st back from there, hears are positively
try. Barium carbonate, a tasteless and odorless · insolent. Maybe the failure of the bluelferry
poison, mb.:ed in foods most likely to appeal to the crop has peeved them. Bears dote on blueberries,.
rodents' tastes, is recommended by the special- a,nd as there were f_ew berries of any kind thls
jsts. It is an established fact that a starved tat season bruin has been obliged to look up other
will eat anything from a strip of lead pipe to restaurants and do some hard traveling to 'find
an old boot. This Yariety falls an easy victim to them. Farmers have to sit up nights with rifles
a poisoned meal. However, it is the well-fed rat ready to protect their sheep pens and save their
which predominates in the United States ttiat is young cattle, and even the 9rchards and truck
often inclined to be finicky in the matter of food. gardens of settlements have been raided by the
Rat poisoning campaigns often fail because the furry bandits. There is a price upon bruin's
house owner does not give his intended victims head, but ,omehow or other not many men are
a sufficient variety of edibles. Rat b,r, its may be tryiJ1.g t '1 P.'1:1'""1 j:-.
•
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
DOG-OIL USED FOR MEDICINE
The g1·eat surgeon, Ambroise Pare, wrote the
following about the year 1540:
"When I was at Turin I found a surgeon famed
above all the rest for his treatment of gunshot
wounds, into whose favor I found a way to insinuate mys.elf, that I might have the recipe of his
balm as he called it, wherewith he dressed these
wounds. And he made me pay my court to him
for two years, before I could possibly get the recipe out of him. In the end, thanks to my gifts
and presents, he gave it to me, which was this,
to boil down, in oil of lilies, young whelps just
born, and earthworms prepared with Venice turpentine. Then was I joyful and my heart made..-glad, that I had learned his remedy."
And the London Pharmacopoeia for the year
1659 contained a recipe for "dog-oil," with the
following ingredients: "Sallet oyl, two puppy
dog·s newly whelped, earthworms washed in white
wine and cyp1·ess turpentine and spirit of wine."

INDIANS WIN LAND WORTH
$4,000,000
After a legal fight lasting eight years, the
Oneida Indians have won title to one of the finest
residential tracts here, conservatively estimated
to be worth $4,000,000, and are now free to quit
the Onondaga tribe's swampy reservation, near
Syracuse, where they lrave been living as outcasts, and take possession of the property.
This became known recently with the announcement of a decision of the United States Supreme
Court denying the appeal of J. H. Boylan, one of
the property owners and defendants in a suit
brought by Chief Honoust of the Oneidas. It affirms the decision of Federal Judge George Ray
of Norwich, setting aside title of the white man
to the contested .property and restoring it to the
original owners.
More than thirty years ago when Oneida was
experiencing its first expansion boom the contested area was held by treaty by the Oneida Indians as their reservation under Federal jurisdiction.
.
Oneidians desired to throw that territory open
to whites, and with State aid offered the Indians
ten acres of land in Wisconsin, for every ac.re
1~elinquished on the reservation. About 80 per·
cent. of the tribe accepted the proposal and migrated westward, but the rest refused to take up
new homes.
In 1892 the remaining Indians who refused to
l'elintiuish title to the reservation 1ands were dispossessed and eventually moved to the Onondaga
rnservation.
ONEIDA

CRYSTAL BALLS MADE OF QUARTZ IN
JAPAN
"The quartz globes made by the lapidaries of
Japan," writes Herbert Whitlock, curator of mineralogy in the American· Museum of Natural
!Jistory, in the Scientific American, "are cut from

flawless quartz crystals, clear and absolutely colorless, and are usualiy mounted on b1,onze
wrought into decorative forms, such as dragons,
storks, tortoise and grotesque human figures. The
clear, polished ball, contrasting with its dark
bronze mounting, is pre-eminently an artistic ubject, lending itself with especial facility to the
Japanese taste, which sets aside one beautiiul
thing as sufficient to admire in an entire room.
"In a certain sense no less marvellous than the
alleged occult powers of the crystal ball are the
simple means employed by the Japanese artisans
in producing them. This art, which, it is said,
has been handed down from father to son for
generations, consists of manual dexterity can-ied
to a superlative degree. Armed with only two
primitive tools, the lapidary shapes from an angular quartz crystal a sphere of perfect roundness and high polish. The quartz crystal is first
roughly shaped to the form of a ball by chipping and abrading it with a piece of steel about
twelve inches long and one-half inch wide, which
has a concave cutting edge somewhat like a earpenter's gouge. When by means of this treatment the mass has been made round and approximately smooth, a point of bamboo is used to
complete the polishing, quartz dust, which lodges
in the po1·es of the bamboo, and, finally, rouge
furnishing the abrasives."
·
MOVING PEACHES TO MARKET
In hand1ing highly perishable fruit crops, notably peaches, motor trucks are being 1:1sed to
great advantage. Fruit growers constantly are
adding to their truck equipment. As an instance,
one Georgia grower has plll'chased 37 trucks in
the last two years.
At the largest nursery and peach orchard
"plan" in the United States, Berlin, Md., two
trucks carry the entire crop of 2,500 acres of
peach trees-a crop that this year amounted to
60,000 bushels-from the orchards to the packing
house, whe1·e it is loaded into refrigerator cars.
Pickers in the orchards pick the peaches ir-to
%-bushel baskets and the two motor trucks carry
the baskets to the packing house. Ordinarily the
trucks each carry 150 to 175 baskets, and they
make 12 to 15 trips a day each. On one particularly busy day one of the trucks made 13
round trips, carrying 184 baskets on each tripand made two runs to an orchard four miles
away to carry employees. On another occasion
one of the trucks carried a force of employees to
a subsidiary orchard at Easton, aided in picking
and packing $16,000 worth of peaches, and carried its crew the 75 miles back across the Ea8tern Shore peninsula to Berlin-all in six days.
The peach season covers only a few weeks of
each year. But throughout the year there is work
at the Berlin plant for the two trucks. In winter
they carry shipments of nursery stock to the
railroad. Besides they haul fertilizer and other
±:arm supplies and engage in the many and varied
jobs of transportation that continually present
themse]vP.SL
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FREAK OF
NATURE
A freak of n ature, proving of
more than ordinary interest, is a
gco<l-sized island
in Puget Sound,
which is apparently dying from
old age. It w·as
observed
1a s t
summer t h 'a t
every -fir an d cedar tree on the
island was dead.
About the water's
edge
vegetation
appeared withered and a thin va por hung over the
island du ring the
dav.
Never inhabited and about
1 00 acres in extent, the island
l1as fo r
years
been n oted fox its
g rowth of w onderful trees.
Fir t lnee f eet
in diameter grew
so th ickly as t o
make trave l
through them alm ost impossible.
Both cedar a nd
alder flou rished.
T he ownershi p of
th is tract h as
been in litig a tion
for years and the
timber could not
be logged.
N ow ther e is
not a living t hing
on th e island.
D ea t h a lone
s t alk s griml y over
the tra ils worn
by f or m er denizen s of t his forest empire. Not
a crow rests on
the dead t ops, a n d
as boats pass an
occasional crash
tells of the falling of a great
tree.
Scientists who
visited the island
during the last
few months believe the land bas
soured. T he
growth of trees
and
vegetation
has been so rapid
and dense as t o
exhaust the hum us in the soil,
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proof.
GEOROE W

S ) HT H ,

Room ,\I-151, 1Z5 ~ - J eff' . Ave., l ' eor-la, Ill.

$2 to $500 litl.CH pald for lnmdreds of old
coin s dated before 1895. K eep ALL o d d 01
old money. Sen d 10 cents fo r New llluetrated Coin Va lue Book, 4 x 6. Get Poated,
Ynn mwv h a ~e vR h1a h le coin•.
Clarke ,C oin Co., A.venue 13, Le Bo7, :N, 'I'..

.,,

"The Best Hunch I Ever Had!"

"J t happened just three years ago.

I was
feeling pretty blue. Pay dar had come around
again and the raise I'd hoped for wasn't there.
It began to look as though I was to spend my
life checking orders at a small salary.
"I picked up a magazine to read. It fell
open at a familiar advertisement, and a coupon ,
stared me in the face. l\lonth after month for
years I'd been seeing th:1.t coupon, but never
until that moment had I thought of it as
meaHing anything to me. But this time I
read the advertisement twice--yes, every -word I
"Two million men, it said, had made that
coupon the first stepping stone toward success.
In every line of business, men were getting
splendid salaries because they had torn out that
coupon. Mechanics had become foremen and
superintendents-carp enters had become architects and contractors-clerks like me had become sales, advertising and business managers
because they had used that coupon.
"Suppose that I . , ? What if by studying
at home nights I really could learn to do something besides check orders? I had a hunch to
find out-and then and there I tore out that
coupon, marked it, and mailed it.
"That was the turn in the road for me.
The Schools at Scranton suggested just the
course of training I needed · and they ·worked
with me every hour I had to spare .•
"In six months I was in charge of my division.
In a year my salary had been doubled. And I've
~en advancing ever since. Today I was appointed

manager of our vVestern office at $5,000 a teltP.
Tearing out that coupon three years ago was the
best hunch I ever had."
'
For thirty years, the International Correspondencct
Schools have been helping men to win promotion,
to earn more money, to have happy, prosperous
homes, to get ahead in business and in life.
You , too, can have the position you want in the
work you lik~ best. Yes, you can! All .we ask is
the chance to prove it.
Without cost, without obligation, just mark and
mail this coupon. Do it right now!
- - - - - - TEAROUTHERE - - - - - -

INTERNATIONAL

i

CORRESPONDENCE

BOX 4492

SCHOOLS

SCRANTON, PA.

Without cost or obl1gat1on 1>lea,se en,Iain how I can qualify tor
the subject beforo which I have markod
:x:

zj~e tCt:i fi!inbefgw {n

B

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting & Batlw11111
Electric Wiring
i';fri.neer
MlilCHANICAL ENGINEIIIB

~§

i:l:~i;~~~
~:~t~!cilhJftiJ;::J:.
Toolmak'er

Gas Engine Operntinlr
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mnopi~
MINE FOREMAN ENG'S
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Bullder
Arcbl.tectural t>rortsm•D
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
0 PLUMBING & HEATINQ
D Sheet Met.al Worker

B

~

or

§

T extifo o·,c rae&r or Sup~.
CHEMIST

§

Phormac1

sn

BUSL.'lESS 'MANA0EM'T
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

ft~1[o~~rt:,m~~/1i:·
~;jJ~i~1S~retary
D Bu5inese Con-e~oondeni
ILLUSTJ!ATING

i

BStenogra
BOOKKEI>PER
pher & Typist

D Certifled Publi c Acrountanl
TRAFFIC l\IAN.\0ER
Railway Acco uutant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLI SH
Common Sc!1ool Subject,
CIY1L SE RVICl!J
D Railwa y Mall Clerk
O A UTOM0BILE8

8Mathematlcs

8 Navip,ntion
ORI CULTURE
Pollltry Rals lug O Spanish
A

0 BANKING

O Teacher

Namo ... ... .................................................. ............... "" ................ ....... .... .
7

1 - :Zt

Street
and No ............................. - .................................................. ..... - .........•
City ... ............. ,1...... ., ............................ . . .. St&te ..... 1............................ ..
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FIND PREHISTORIC CORN
Corn that grew
in T enne,:see in
prehistoric times,
possibly
before
Joseph put away
his seven years'
supply in Egypt,
was unearthed rf>cently by W. E.
Meyer of the Bureau of American
Ethnology
and
sent to the United
States
Department of Agriculture for identification.
During recent
excavations
in
Davidson county,
Tennessee,
Mr.
Myer came upon
a number of stone
slab graves containing mortuary
ve::;sels. Some of
these held specimens of charred
maize in fairly
good
condition.
From the size ~nd
shape
Df
the
grains it was possible to identify
the variety as
many rowed tropical flint, a form
about half way
between true flint
and popcorn.
The same type
of Indian corn occurs in the West
Indies, and there
is no question in
the
minds
of
scientists but that
there wa<; a very
early communication between the
West Indies and
North Arne<rica.
Not only corn but
beans, squashes,
pumpkins and tobacco are of tropical and subtropical origin.
These staples,
now so important
th,oughout both
h e m i s p heres,
found their way
into North America and were cultivated
beyond
the great lakes in
Canada long be£01-e the discovery
of America.

TOBACCO HABIT
MAKE IT QUIT 'VOU

Tobacco !1 61thy and d!siruottng to your loved
oaes; a1ao it contains a Deadly Pol!JO~ which
weaken• bcart, 1tom.acb, lowerev1tahty ~d

----·~-- ~~~.
di~:SJnt~a~~:tu:~°o~rst:'k ~~~
ey1tcm by tryinK" to qo..it aoalded.
EASV TO QIJl1i"

No matter how long yoa have used tobacco,

:i~eJ~e:.r!!:~~~!·
~~~:!f::S· ~~~:{uC:
treatment In new tablot form conquennt
1

tbooennds of worst cN1ce) will froe _y~u ,roa
cravimr quic-kly and for a:ood .. Not mJunous

ii~~g~·I1.,Ui~':rt11~·11: ;~f1~~ Sent on Trial

Write tod&y for Full Remedy on Trial.
PIERlllNS CHEMICAL CO., 12·H St., Hudap, -

CURED HIS
RHEUMATISM!
"I am eighty-tbn•e years old and I doe·
tor1-!d for rheumatis111 t-1 \"Pr :-.inee l came out
of tbe armr, ornr JO y,,a1·s ago. Like many
ot!Ji,1·s, 1 b()ent money !recly for so-cal!E•tl
·cures' and I !Jave read about Tric Acid'
until I could almost ta8t(• it. I could not
6leep nights or walk \Yil hout pain; my
.bands were so sor,• and stiff t11at I could not
hold a pen. But now I am again In active
bu~iness unt.1 cnn walk with l~ase or write
ull day wi1h comfort.
Friends are surpribed at th" change." You might just as
well attPm11t to pu1 out a lire with oil as
try to i<et rid of your rbeunHtthm, neuritis
111Hl like rnu1plaiuts by taking treatment
supp,1sed to drl\·e l"ri•' .kid out of your
blood anti hody.
It took :\Ir. Ashelma11
fifty y<>ars 10 tt11<1 out the trntb. HP h•ane,I
bow to get rlil of the true cause ot bis
rheumati~111, or her cllsor<lt•t·s, nnd r\,.'.'c:o, el'
bis

pow
who
tillc
this

strt•ngth

front

··Tb~ lun er ~I.nnt>rh•s."

!win!{ distrlhnt<'cl free hy an nuthorit.v
d<>voted over twPnty yenrs to the sc·ic'nstnd)• or this trnnhle. If on)' rearlPr or
puper wish"s "'The ln11Pr ~Jyst,·ries or

Rheumatism o\·Prlooknl 11~, do(.:tors and sci-

entists for centnrlP~ past. sl111ply senrl n
post cartl or IPttPr to IT. P. Cli'arwater, No.
5:34 ~[ J-:trP<'l. Hnllowell. ~lainP. Heml now
iest you forget! If not n sntJ<"r<'r, cut out
this noti.:e :1ncl

hnud

this good

news aod

opportunity to some afflict~d friend. All
"ho send will recrlve It by return mail with·
out any charge whatever.

Get Rid
of That

FAT
Treatment

Trial

Free

H,•ut on request. Ask for my
--p:iy-whPn-rNltwed" offer. My
trc>ulm,·ut hns rerltwed at the
rntp of 11 pound a d,1y. No
cliPti11i,:. uo exercise, absolutely
sure nncl Rure method. Let me
se1t1l you proof at my expense.

.
.
,
E0,d.Glven ~:r.~~::i

DR. R. NE\V:UAN, Licensed Physician,
State N. Y., 286 Fifth Ave., N. Y., Desk H-935
A LUXURIOUS SEDAI

Tho

w.. d,rlul

~le•.•.\••

d::!1~~ol f:J.¾~:
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our

o~:i~~

0

• • ••e • • •
-~•:•.•:.•:.•
:'.:be-::,ua ,-our an~
It. Send
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Apply It to Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or Small, and you
Are on the Road That Has
Convinced Thousands.

Sent Free To Prove This
AJJ.\'oue r11ptured, man. woman or cblli,
should 'l'\'rlte nt once to W. S. Rice, 444A
~lain St. A,lnm•. N. Y .. tor n rree trial of
Ills wondP1·ful •tlnrnlntlnl1.' appll,,ntlon. JuLt
put lt on the rupture nn<l t11e muscles begin
to tlgl1ten: the" hegln to hind together so
thnt tl1e_ opening closPs nntnrnlly and the
need or a aupport or truss or appl111nce Is
then done nwa)' with. Don't neglect to sen!l
ror this free tr111l. Even If :vnur rupture
/loesn't hother vou. wl1at Is thP usP of wearing- supports nil your life? Why sutrer tbls
nnlsnnce? Wn:v rnn the risk of ,rnnffrPne
anti such clangers 'rom n small nnd t11nocent
l!ttlP rupture, t be klnil that haa thrown
t1,011•nnd• on the operntln,r tnhlP? A liost
c1f men nnd Wf,mPn nre Oall:v rnnn1niz c;nch
risk j nat hecnuse their ruptures do not hurt
nor prevent them troru g~ttlng aronncl. ,vrtte
nt oncP for th!• free trial. as It Is certainly
a wonilerrn1 thing and has nlr!Pil In the cure
of ruptures that were as hfl1.' a, a mnn'a
two li•t•. Try and write at once. using tbe
rn11pon helow.

Alt-

TEAR CAR-EIIC!rlo

~

If Ruptured
Try This Free

Free for Ruptar~ .
W. 8. Rice. ln•.,
444A Mnln St., Adams, N. Y.
You may sena me entlrel:v free a
Sample Treatment of your stlmulatlne
n ppl!catlon !or Rupture.
Name .....•.......•••..••••.•.•••••••••••
Aildress •.••••..••••••.•••• , ••• •••••••••••
State ....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WILD WEST WEEKLY
LATEST iSSUES - -

t70 Young Wild West Playing It Alone; or. A Game tor
Life or Death.
and the Dynamite Gang; or, Arletta and the
Robbers or Golden Strip.
Grub Stake; and How lt Made a Fortune.
Vean1 Defiance; or, Ar,etta and tile Danltes.
" tn Crookecl Canyon ( or. 'l'be Underground 'l'raII
To No Man's Lano.
975 " and '·l\favet'ick Mike"; or, Ariel ta and tbe
Round-f'p
Y,6 " CbuoiHlj' tl10 i\le:ucuns; or, '.!.'be •"Hunall" At
Hot lleutl Hill.
711 " After the Death Baud; or, Sa,ing Arietta [<'r•m
the Secret Caves.
Saving His Partners; or, A Hard Fight Wit.h
Redskins.
Fighting the Catt1emeo; or, Ariettu's Branding
t79
Marl<.
t80 " and tbe Two-Guu M1.111; or, Clearing Up a
Mining Camp.~1 " Prairie Chase: or, Aril' 1t11 an<I the Wolt Pack.
982 " Holding the Hill; or. 'l'lle Fight for tlie Cun,
of Gold.
1183 " Cowboy Avengers; or, Arietla and the Mustang
lfopl'l'S.
1184 " 1.11ul ··Vcl,·et :Gill"; or, Hnft'li11{!' thP Hanrllt B,rnd.
)85 " Helping tile lluuters; o,·. ArlPtt,i uutl-the urizzly·
986 " autl lnp ' J-fa11-1>1·eed 'lruiler; or. 'J'be \\'hite
Flower of the t'tes.
Aft,•1· the Outlaws; or, Arielta·s Hard-cilrned
Victory.
.Prize Claim; or, The Golll. or Oood-1,y GuJcb.
988
Bo_oming a To\\ n; ot, Adcttu. un<I the Land.
080
Sburks.
Snvlng a . Rancll; or, Tbe Fire Fiends of the
990
.Bar-X RtuigP.
Wl " S~cret J<:n,•wy; or, Arletta's Mlne Fight.
1192 " and tllP P,1wnee Chief; or, Routing the Reneirade Redskins.
Arter a Baa l3uncll; or, Ariel ta and tile Cattle
993
Crooks.
994 " PlucJ,y Fight; or, The Sbot That Sa1•ed a Life.
P9G " on the Border: or, Arietta BetwePn 'l'wo Fires.
996
Trailing" a Treasure; or, A Mystery of Old
Mexico.
997
Standing a Siege; or, Row Arietta Saved Him.
908 " and the Fighting FiHeen; or, Tile Raid of the
Savage Sioux.
9')11
La8soine: the Lynchers; or, Ariettu's Q11iek S!Jc,t.
1000_ ,, and ·'Arizona Al"; or, •.rbe ,vonderful Luci< of
a Cowboy.
Corrnllng the Road Agents; or, Arietta and the
1001
Outlnw's Bride.
1002 .. Facing His lPoes; or, The Shake-Up At Shiver
,
Split.
1003 " Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow
Girls.
Hottest Trail; or, The Gold Cache of the
1004
DesNt.
Rifle Duel· or. Arietta's Cross-firP.
1000
ancl "Domillo Dick,,; or, The Bruncho Buster's
1006
Bod Break.
1007 " Trapping the Horse Thieves; or, Arietta's
Quick Work.
1008 " and the Choctaw ChlE>f; or, The Hidden Valley and the Lost Tribe.
1009 " Foilowed by Fiends; or, Arietta end the PlotteTS.
:ro• aale by all newsdealers, or ""ill be lifent to any all•

,n

m "

llre•• on receipt ol pti.ce, 7c. per copy, ln money o·r po••
las• otampe, by
HA.B.KY E. WOLFF. J>ub •• 1611 W. 23d St., N. Y,

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Prlce_..SS Centi Per Ct>IIT

Thi• beolt contains all the most rP<·ent changes 1n the

method of con~trnctlon ancl s\lhm•~~lon of scenario~.
Bbty Leaaons. cov.,ring rTery phase of ecen!U'lo wrltlnc. For snle by all NPws<lealerx and Booltstore3.
It you cannot procu~ n copy, s~n d ua the prll!E',
1G cents. In monPy or poRtnge stamps, and we will
mail you one. postag., free. .i,ddress
L

II.Jl:NABE..1118, 2111 S•~eatlt ~v~., Nt1w York. N. T.

OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS
Userut, lnstructi'1e, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subjed
1-.o. :,a. iluu '..LO l'LAl' UA:11.J,;S.-A comvlete uutl
u~t:1..~1 u.itle uooK, co11ta1uiug the rulesi und regUlaLivad
ot Uliliards, bagatelle, lrncj.-gammon, ~roquet, dow.inocs,
etc.
l'to . 36. HOW TO SOLYE CONUNDRUMS.-Cunta!uiug- all tile leading· conuudrnms of tile day, alllu,iug
r1utll1Js, curious catches anu• witty sayings.
• 1'o . ..11. JiO\V TO ,,1ah.Jl) AND :SE1.' 'J.'l•Al'S.-iu .. iud•
ing. hlut.s vn !low to c:<.llcil moles, wea~els, otter, run,.
~c1u1rre1s and l.Jirtls. Aiso Jiow to cure skins. CupL<,Jsly
U.LU::-itl'uted.

1'o. 41. THE BO:l.i; O.F NEW 1:OHK E1"D. "1.t<:;>.'d
JO.I.\.E tiOO.b..-Couta.utug a great variety of the la.est
Jokes u,c(I uy the tiluBt llllllOus end tilc•u. No amateur
wills,rels iil co111plet" WHlluut this wontlei'ful little uuuk.
]).u, 4t.
TH.I!] BO:l.:S O.F :SEW H'1~K :S'l'l')lt'
SP.K:1.K..l,tt.-Coutainiug a varied as:;ortment of stuwp
e;peecJH:>, .,egro, Dutch au<l Irish. .8.Jso enu wen s jukes.
Just the thing f.,r huwe amusement auJ a<11att•
suo\\$.
No. 4ii.
'.l'HE BO:l.:S 01'' .NEW l'.ORii ~'--'---•3 l'ttEL
GUiuE ANlJ JOKE liOOK.-:Somethiug U,e\\ aud ve, y
inanuctlve. l'lvery boy should obtain tbis book, a~ it
coutatn, 1n11 instructions tor organizing au amateur
minscrel ti·uupe.
No. ~ts. lCOIV TO lllAKE AND 'C:SE ELEC'l'IUOITl',
-A desc1·iptiun of the wuuderful uses of electridty and
electro magnetism; togerher with full instructiuus for
wakiug .Elect rlc 'l'o;,s. Batteries, etc. By George '.Vrel>el
.A.. M., :II. U. L'outa11.ang un,r fifty illustratious.
'
:r.o. i8. HOW 'J.U lH,.tLD ANlJ :SA1L CANOES.-A
hanuy tiuok 10.· l>oys<, cunta,uing full uh-ections !or contltructiug canoes and the wost popular manner of sail•
ing tum1. l<'uliy illustrated.
'
::-o. 4\1. HOW 'J.'O DJcHATE.-Glving rule,, tor con!1t1c,iug tlellates, outlines tor ueuate~, que~tion~ for di-icu,.>.iou and tile ltest sources for procuriug iofurmatiun
ou Lile t1uestious g1veu .
No. 50. HO\\ '.lO :S'l'{.;Fl•' BIRDS AND -~UL\L~.
A \alnalJle Uu~k, giving 1n~trU<:tions .in eollecting, prepar1ug, U10Uut1ng a1.al pre:-;ernng buds1 animals aud
insects.
Xu. 51. HOW '.1'0 DO '!'RICKS WITH ('AIW>S.-Contai;,ilug e:q,,uuat,011~ of the genera.! vrweiples o_t sleigLtof-111t11<i app,ica hi~ lo card trick a; or ca,·d tricks with
ordiuarr cartl<>, u1.,tl not re11niring sleight-of-hand; ot
tricks iuvol1•i11g s1cigl1t-of-!J.and, or tile UMe of specially
prepared card,:,. Illnstratetl.
No. 53. HOW 'l'O WRI'l'E J,E1''l'.EHS,-:A wonderful
little Ltouk. tt'liing you how to •vrite to .vour s1Yeetheart
your fathel', nwlber, sister, brotber, eW])iO)'er; nnd
fact. e1·erfl)l)Jy and anybody you \\ish to write to.
l\o. :;...
HOW '1'0 KEEI' AND MA...1'A(Hl: PETIS GiviHg collll,>lete information as to the 1uunner a;id
rnelhutl or nilsiug, keeping, taru111g, t.H·ep11iug aud mttn·
aging al\ kinds of pets; also giving full instructions tor
making cag~s, etc.
Fully explained by t11euty-elght
illustrations.
1'o. 56. ROW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Contaiuing full Instructions bow to become a locomoth-a
eugin,·er; also directions for building a modi,! locomotive; to;.;erhe1• with a full dE>scriptlon of everything an
eugiuc,E>r should know.
No. 68. ROW TO BE A DETECTl\'E.-By Old Klnic
Brady, the well-knowu detectiv.,. In which he Jays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates so1J1e
adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW •ro BECO)ill A PHOTOGRAPHEJt _
Contuiuiug us~ful Information regarding the Camera and
how to work it; also bow to make Photographic Mugtc
Laut,•rn Slides and other Transparencies. Ilandsollle!y
iJlu,st,a ted.
No. 6-l. HOW TO l\IA.KE ELECTRICAL JIIACHJNES
-Containing foll directions for making eleetrical ma~
chines, induction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
Illustrated.
No, 85. J\IULDOON'S JOKES.-The most orig!oal
joke book ever pnhlished, and it is brimful of Wit an,1
humor. It contains a large collection of songs, jokes,
conun<l.rums, etc., or Terrence Muldoon, the great wit.
humoriqt anti. practical joker of the day.
Ko. M. HO,V TO DO PUZZLES.-Containlng over
three hundred inten>sting puzzles and connn<lrums. wtlh
key to same. A complete book. Fully illustrated.

in

For ,ate by all newsdealers. or «Ill be sent t .. 1U17
address on ree«,ipt of price, 10c4 per copy, ta
money or statnps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d Street,

New York

